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from Tribes  
Around the World 
BY MICHELLE HENNING

Photographer Jimmy Nelson has taken 
spectacular images of indigenous 
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Letting Music Awaken Our Dreams 

A
rt and music has a way of revealing 
the core ideals of a time. Sometimes 
those messages last for decades. 
Growing up in the ’70s, we celebrated 
with passionate, meaningful music. 
The lyrics were about growth, expan-

sion, finding ourselves, questioning authority, express-
ing our individual voice...all essential to the momentous 
paradigm shift the world was embarking on. 

There were two classic songs reflective of the youth’s 
perspective in regard to parenting: “Father and Son” by 
Cat Stevens and “Teach Your Children Well” by Crosby, 
Stills, Nash and Young. If you have never heard these 
songs, or if it has been some time since you have, I invite 
you to check out their words of wisdom. Both reflect the 
enthusiasm the youth were bursting with. Both held a 
message still valuable to us as parents today. 

The voice of the father in Cat Stevens’s song captured 
the essence of a placating status quo: “Just relax, take it 
easy/You’re still young, that’s your fault/There’s so much you 
have to know.” From our youthful place of freedom-to-be, 
this advice was restrictive, and the words of the son— 
“If they were right, I’d agree/but it’s them they know, not  
me/Now there’s a way and I know/that I have to go away” 
—was an undefined resolution to follow an inner drive 
for expression. 

Like many parents of that decade, my father was not 
sympathetic to the radical changes arising in our society, 
and he was even less supportive of my enthusiasm for 
these shifts. I, however, embraced the momentum of the 
time, and was passionate that I could “Teach [my] parents 
well,” as sung by Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young. It was 
my desire to appeal to his inner knowing, a heartfelt 
place where I thought he would surely remember his 
own youthful passions. “Feed them on your dreams” was 
the way CSN&Y put it. Yes, I truly hoped to reawaken 
within him the aching enthusiasm of youth to discover 
and explore, and be respected as an individual, unique 

expression of life. And in so doing, maybe, just maybe, 
free him of the “fears he grew by.” 

From my cumulative experiences of that decade and 
my attempts with adult authority to “help them seek the 
truth,” I resolved that when I had kids, I would always 
strive to remember my childhood experiences and 
dreams so as to relate to who they were, where they were 
coming from, and their insights and perspective. I never 
wanted them to feel that I turned away and “ordered 
[them] to listen,” as I felt had been done to me so many 
times. Rather, I wanted to develop a deep understanding 
and lasting relationship with them and my own evolving 
self. From my own experiences, I knew that as children 
we most certainly teach our parents well. With our 
children, and now our grandchildren, we have held this 
belief as paramount to parenting. 

It’s funny how a song or poem can transcend time 
and viscerally reconnect us to an essential part of our  
being. I can vividly remember the afternoon I approached 
my father and asked him to hear the words of Cat 
Stevens’s song, “Father and Son.” Although my attempt 
was to get him to feel my exuberance, I didn’t realize 
how much of a personal challenge I was presenting  
him with. Or maybe I did... 

Although I’m no longer a child yearning for her  
freedom to be heard, I remain as enthusiastic about  
each of us awakening to and expressing our individual 
dreams and inner passions. In so doing, may we give  
“to our children’s children’s children” the freedom to  
do the same. 

For the raising of the consciousness, 

Jeanne Ohm, D.C.
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I resolved that when I had kids,  
I would always strive to remember  

my experiences and dreams as a child  
so as to relate to who they were,  

where they were coming from,  
and their insights and perspective.
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By Randall Amster, J.D., Ph.D.

D
ear Children,

I know that this world must often seem 
confusing to you. It’s noisy, dirty and filled with 
adults scurrying about their busy lives without 

noticing you all that much sometimes. It’s filled with 
rules and people telling you what to do, mostly without 
asking what you want to do. It’s also a world where adults 
teach you about all of the dangers around you, but not as 
much about the wonderful, beautiful things.

You see, things weren’t quite like this when we were 
kids. We had our rules and dangers, to be sure, but noth-
ing like the ones you face today. Back then (which is not 
really that long ago), people talked to each other more, 
neighbors knew one another and schools were less like 
factories and more like playgrounds. There were fewer 
televisions, computers and phones calling for our atten-
tion, and there were more open spaces to play like kids 
are supposed to do.

Most important, it wasn’t a world where it felt like 
people were hurting each other all the time. Today, it 
seems like so many of the things you see—both real 
things in the news and fake things like in video games 
and movies—include people hurting each other, hurt-
ing themselves and hurting the world around them. It 
isn’t your fault that things are like this. It’s the fault of us 
adults, and we’re sorry.

I know that an apology doesn’t make it all better.  
I also know that you might hear some terrible things 
about children who are hurt, and even killed, in the world 
today. Please know that these horrible things have a lot 
of adults feeling heartbroken, and that many of us are 

determined to work for a world where things like this 
don’t happen anymore.

But we can’t keep everything bad from happening.  
Most of the adults you know are just trying to live and work 
in the world, and don’t always control what happens in it. 
We have appointments to keep, messages to answer, bills 
to pay and chores to do. All of this leaves us little time for 
the things that really matter. Sadly, it leaves us little time to 
think about what the world is doing to all of you.

This is not an excuse for our actions. We’ve let 
ourselves get caught up in the pace of our lives, and we’ve 
become distracted from the important issues that we all 
need to work on together. For too long, we’ve ignored 
your ideas and failed to listen to your voices. If we had,  
we would better appreciate the sense of wonder and inno-
cence that you represent, how you see things from closer 
to the earth than we do, how you express your emotions 
honestly and revel in your imaginative play.

Meanwhile, too many of us adults have looked the 
other way while the world we’re leaving behind for you 
has been damaged in ways that will be hard to fix. Basic 
things that people have mostly taken for granted in re-
cent years—things like food, water and shelter—will be 
harder for you to find. Quiet moments, natural experi-
ences and open spaces will be more difficult to come by. 
Your chance to be hopeful about the future will be less 
than ours was, unless...

Unless adults listen to you more and stop acting like 
we have all the answers. We don’t. We’ve just learned how 
to exist in this world, but we need you to help us remem-
ber how to live in it. Can you help us? That might sound 

 ONE MAN’S OPEN LETTER  
TO ALL CHILDREN

 A Message for Our Time
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strange, to have adults asking you to help us, but we 
really need you to. In return, you can count on us to help 
you, by making a better world, and mostly by loving you 
with all our hearts.

And that means all of you, every child in the world. 
We can’t let even one of you go through this life feel-
ing unloved or unappreciated. This means children 
here in the United States, and all around the world. It 
means that we have to start thinking more about other 
people’s children, and about how too many of them are 
being hurt every day—sometimes even by the choices 
we make as adults when we buy things, ignore things 
or focus only on our own lives and forget about all the 
other people out there.

It also means that you, as the future of the world, 
will have to start learning right away what it means to 
be a “citizen of the world.” You are connected to people 
all over the globe and in the places where you live, and 
this will not change. You are connected to the trees and 
animals, to the air and water and to everything in nature 
that provides us with everything we need to live. You are 
connected to each other, to your families and friends, to 
the ancestors who came before you, and to the children 
that you will have someday. Please do not forget this. It 
is probably the most important thing for you to know.

Please forgive us, dear children. Forgive us for not 
telling you all of this sooner, for not slowing down in 
our busy lives and looking in our hearts long enough to 
speak with you rather than at you. Please forgive us for 
waiting until a terrible tragedy happened to realize how 
important you all are to us, and how irresponsible we’ve 

been by not paying close enough attention to the future 
of the world we’re leaving for you. It’s your world, after 
all, and we’re just borrowing it.

Finally, please know that we love you. We always 
have and we always will. If you have ever felt unloved, 
that’s our fault and not yours. We can’t fix the past, but 
we can work together to make a better future. It won’t 
be easy, but it can be fun: more playing, more sharing, 
more listening, more friends, more love! Not only will 
this help you—it will also help us adults remember what 
it means to be happy, healthy, safe, valued and filled with 
joy for life.

Thank you, children, for reminding us of this. You are 
our teachers, and we are ready to learn again. 

This article originally appeared in the Huffington Post and is 
republished here with permission. 

Today, iT seems like so many of The Things you see—boTh real Things  
in The news and fake Things like in video games and movies— 
include people hurTing each oTher, hurTing Themselves and hurTing 
The world around Them. iT isn’T your faulT ThaT Things are like This. 
it’s the fault of us adults, and we’re sorry.

Randall Amster, J.D., Ph.D., is director of the Program 

on Justice and Peace at Georgetown University, and 

serves as executive director of the Peace and Justice 

Studies Association. He is the author of several 

books, including Peace Ecology, Anarchism Today, 

and Lost in Space: The Criminalization, Globalization 

and Urban Ecology of Homelessness. View article 

resources and author information here: pathways 

tofamilywellness.org/references.html.
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A conversation with photographer Jimmy Nelson
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By Michelle Henning

L
ast year, while heavily pregnant,  
I attended a talk by acclaimed  
photographer Jimmy Nelson in  
our local café here in Amsterdam. 
He was speaking about his new 
book, Before They Pass Away, and 
showing spectacular images of  
the indigenous tribes from all over 

the world that he had spent time with. 
A year later, I have a crawling, climbing, energetic 

baby on my hands, and the constant bombardment of 
parenting advice sometimes makes me question my own 
choices. My desire for a natural parenting style—home 
birth, co-sleeping, and baby wearing—reignited my 
curiosity about how these indigenous people raise their 
children. I recalled Jimmy saying that he lived nearby, so 
I reached out to him. He agreed to come over for tea, and 
with my daughter happily sitting on the kitchen table 
between us and bashing Jimmy’s phone, he shared with 
me how the indigenous tribes have influenced his own 
parenting methods. 

Let’s start at the beginning. How did you get into 
photography in the first place?
I was a very creative kid. I went to a Jesuit boarding 
school, but I was not academic—I’m dyslexic. Then, at 
the age of 16, my hair fell out in one day. I was given the 
wrong antibiotics. I woke up and looked in the mirror, 
and I was bald. Now it’s irrelevant, because I’m in my 
mid-40s, but when you’re a 16-year-old teenager, it’s 
quite heavy, especially in the mid-1980s in northern 
England; everybody’s judging you.

I left school at 17, and I disappeared off to the one 
country in the world where everybody else was bald, 
and that was Tibet. I thought, “I’m going to find myself 
amongst a lot of monks.” So I walked the length of  
Tibet, by accident. I took a few pictures to document  
the journey. They were published, and that’s how I 
started, at 17.

That’s amazing. Now, for Before They Pass Away, you 
spent time with tribes all over the world and took 
stunning pictures of them. In your observations of 
the tribes, what are you focusing on initially?
The aesthetic. These tribes are some of the world’s last 

Left: Vanuatu Tribe, Tanna Island, Vanuatu Islands, 2010 

Below: Chukchi Tribe, Chukotka, Russia, 2012
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traditional cultures. They have not been presented in an 
iconographic way, a way in which we could look at them 
with far more praise and respect, and realize they per-
haps have something that we don’t have anymore, and 
we’re on the edge of losing it forever. The only way to do 
that is to put them on a pedestal, to celebrate them. The 
only way to do that is to make them into icons, into art.

Once you make pretty pictures, people go, “What 
pretty pictures!” Then they look beyond the pretty 
pictures and go, “Wow, who are the pictures of? Aren’t 
they amazing? Who is this?” They start asking ques-
tions which we’ve not asked before. And if we don’t find 
answers soon, these people will go.

If that happens, the world will go upside down, 
because these tribes give us the balance of culture, of 
knowledge of the world’s last natural environments,  
traditions, languages. The world can’t be all about 
progress and material wealth. It must also be about con-
solidation of what we already have, which is a natural, 
spiritual, mental, cultural wealth. We’ve kept ourselves 
busy for many, many generations, believing material 
wealth was the only way forward. We have to regain that 
balance. That’s all the book is about—it’s about putting 
these tribes on a pedestal, to start that discussion.

When you were with them, did you notice anything 
that made you think, “This aspect is so important 
to their life and their existence and their identity,” 
but they themselves didn’t feel that it was anything 
special?
The majority of them know how significant the natural 
setting is that they live in, and how pure that is, because 
they’re the last of their groups. Ninety-nine percent of 
their people have already moved away to the cities, and 
live in boxes under bridges. Some of them have returned 
and told them what city life is like, so they are aware.

Then again, I think they still don’t truly under-
stand how important it is. You know, 100 years ago, 
an American photographer called Edward Curtis 

photographed the Native Americans. You may know 
those sepia pictures, of Chief Sitting Bull.

Yeah.
He spent 30 years traveling around America, photo-
graphing the last Indians. Everybody laughed at him. 
Everybody said, “This is a waste of time. These people 
are dirty. They’re covered in leather, and they’ve got 
feathers in their hair, and they sing silly songs. It’s far 
more important we get rid of them, or they get rid of 
their cultures, and we move on.”

One hundred years later, look at America. In my 
opinion, it’s one of the most culturally impoverished 
and socially sick places on the planet. They all have the 
biggest cars, but also the biggest bellies and the biggest 
guns. That, I would argue, is because they’ve lost their 
cultural roots. Who am I? Where am I from?

I don’t want us to lose that cultural history on an 
international scale. I’m being very melodramatic and 
of course it’s not as black-and-white as this, but just to 
illustrate what I’m trying to do with my work.

Regarding health, how do the tribes look after them-
selves? They don’t have access to medicine like we do.
It’s a survival of the fittest. If you’re not healthy when 
you’re born, you die; it’s as harsh and simple as that. 
Those who are born healthy, functioning, they live, and 
they live a healthy life.

A lot of the illnesses we suffer from here are self- 
inflicted. They’re self-inflicted from food, sugars, salts, 
all the synthetic aspects. They’re self-inflicted through 
our lifestyle. We believe we have to live for happiness. 
None of these people have the term “happiness,” because 
they don’t worry about the future, or when they’re going 
to be happy. They just are.

They don’t think about goals, or “This will make me 
happy if I do this”? 
No, it’s about today. It’s about what matters now, about 

we live in This world of 
1,001 opporTuniTies and  
disTracTions. To keep  
The child away from ThaT 
requires you To apply  
yourself as a parenT, on  
a far greater level than 
most people ever do.
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what I feel now. It’s about today, and this evening when 
we eat. We, on the other hand, worry about 20 years 
from now, our pension. It’s a bit of a catch-22.

I’m particularly interested in their child-rearing prac-
tices. Here, everybody talks about routine, about sleep 
training, about when to give solid foods. In the tribes, 
did you see any small infants being fed solid food?
No, they’re all fed by the breast. They feed them until 
they’re 4 or 5 years old.

Really, that old?
Why not? It’s 10 times healthier, coming out of your 
breast, because it’s clean. It builds their whole immune 
system. And there’s no structure to it. It’s just when 
they’re hungry, they eat. There’s none of this, “They 
should eat, they shouldn’t eat, it’s now bedtime, we’re 
going to have to wean them off.” All these communities, 
the best food comes out of your breasts.

So the babies are constantly on the mothers?
Yes, they’re never left alone. If the parents are working, 
the other brothers and sisters carry the babies. They’re 

Opposite page: Himba Tribe, Omuramba, Namibia, 2011 

Top: Gauchos Tribe, Argentina and Ecuador, 2011  

Bottom: Huaorani Tribe, Bameno Village, Ecuador, 2011
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always sleeping between the parents, or the brothers and 
sisters, and from when the day begins, they’re attached 
to another human being. Everywhere you go, that is a 
common denominator. Obviously, in the colder climates, 
they do that for warmth, but even in the warm climates.

Do the babies then still whine and cry?
Hardly at all, no. There’s always human contact. All  
their needs are being met. They’re constantly on the 
boob. They just need the warmth.

And during the night, do they wake a lot, nursing?
You never hear that they’re awake. They nurse all night, 
so they sleep like my children were brought up, next 
to their mother. If they’re hungry, they get something. 
There’s never any process of screaming or yelling.

Do you think this parenting style is possible in  
our society?
Our first one was attached to me, 24 hours of the day. 
I had this long wrap sling, and she grew up facing me, 
and then when she got older, she’d be facing out, and 
fall asleep. Everywhere I went on the bike, I had her in 

my sling. She lived in there, for about three years; so 
much so that when you took her out, she would scream, 
because she wanted the contact. She just came with us. 
If she fell asleep and we weren’t ready to go to bed, she 
would stay attached to me or my wife. Come bedtime, we 
would just put her down and we’d all sleep together.

It depends on how enthusiastic and committed you are 
as a parent. We live in this world of 1,001 opportunities 
and distractions. To keep the child away from that requires 
you to apply yourself as a parent, on a far greater level than 
most people ever do. Unfortunately, being acknowledged 
as a mother is not significant anymore. We believe it’s far 
more important to be somebody, and have a title.

I find women are really conflicted with the pressure 
to be everything—successful at their careers and a 
great mother. We’re trying so hard to do everything 
right, which of course is impossible, and then we 
fail, we get tired, we shout at our kids, then we feel 
like bad mothers. 
Yeah, we’ve made things so hard for ourselves. Also 
from a physical point of view—we’ve all decided to have 
kids in our late 20s, 30s, even 40s or 50s, which I think is a 
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disaster. In the tribes, they all have children in their teens. 
I think there’s nothing better than having a child when 
your body is as strong, healthy, elastic...and when you 
are as fearless as you are when you’re in your late teens.

I had my eldest when I was 25. I would have done it 
two or three years earlier, if I could have. In fact, we’re 
encouraging our kids to have kids as young as they feel 
comfortable.

Really? That’s interesting.
I think physically, they’re going to be stronger. They’re 
more adaptable. They’re healthier. They need less. 
They’re happy to take care of the kid, they’re more mo-
bile. They have less expectations, less structure. Come 
the age of 40, you’ve got kids who have left the house, 
and then you can go and do other things.

What else have you witnessed on your travels that 
influenced how you raised your kids?
Many, many things. Interestingly, my wife of 23 years 
now, traveled extensively before we met. One thing we 
experienced, and what I still experience when I go off 
into the bush, is how everyone sleeps huddled together. 

Even if you’re a stranger, and especially if it’s cold, you 
put your hands and your feet in each other’s groins and 
armpits, to keep warm.

When my wife and I had children, from Day 1 they 
were in our bed. My wife said: “Here’s the baby, and 
the baby is going to sleep here.” I was a little bit upset 
at the beginning, but 18 years later and now with three 
children, we all still sleep in the same bed. We’ve got 
two mattresses together. My two eldest daughters have 
boyfriends, so when the boyfriends visit, they go to their 
own room. If there are no girlfriends or boyfriends, we 
all sleep in the same bed.

That’s probably the most significant thing we’ve 
adopted from experiences that we’ve learned on our 
travels. We’re looked upon as very strange.

Opposite page: Chukchi Tribe, Chukotka, Russia, 2012 

Above: Himba Tribe, Hartmann Valley, Namibia, 2011
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That’s incredible.
How my kids grew up is the polar opposite of how I grew 
up. I grew up not knowing my parents; at the age of 7, 
I was sent to a boarding school with Jesuit priests for 
10 years. My concept of physicality and nudity and the 
opposite sex was seriously handicapped, from my youth. 
Nothing was ever discussed. If it was discussed, you’re 
going to go to hell, and you’re going to die.

Now here I am, I’ve grown with the kids, in our 
physicality. We walk around naked when we’re getting 
dressed in the morning. Nobody bats an eyelid. That all 
comes from growing up as a unit. I think that gives us a 
strength that many other families don’t have, so when it 
all hits the fan—and it does—the children have a deep 
sense of self-security and confidence from that.

That’s wonderful.
In general, our society is overly protective of our chil-
dren—because everything is so transparent. We now 
know all the dangers. We only have to Google every ac-
cident we could ever imagine, and it’s available, so we’ve 
become terrified. We don’t do anything anymore, and 
don’t let the children do anything.

When you go to some of these communities, the 
children grow up in the environment with everybody. 
In Papua New Guinea, there is a group of people living 
in treehouses, 40 meters up from the ground. The 
treehouses don’t have a fence. The children crawl freely; 
they just don’t go over the edge.

I think you have to let children find their own 
borders. We live in a city. My children are allowed to go 
and come in the evening as they please. We are, again, 
judged by other people that give curfews and deadlines. 
My wife and I say, “They’re going to get out anyway. 
They’re going to find a way.” We used to smoke, we don’t 
smoke anymore. We don’t do drugs. But we say to our 
children: “If that’s what you want to do, do your thing, 
and you’ll learn accordingly. Please keep in touch with 
us. Please communicate with us.” If you don’t trust them 
to have their own adventures, they’ll intuitively fight 
against it, they’ll want to go and have those experiences.

Seeing my teenagers now, how free they are and how 
happy they are—it’s harder work as a parent, because 
there’s more freedom. You’ve got to be on the ball. Each 
child is different. You have to trust them in their own 
adventures, allow them their own disasters, and to make 
their own mistakes. Otherwise they won’t learn.

My mum understood that, too—that is how she 
raised me.
I think we dissociate ourselves too much from our chil-
dren. In the tribes, there isn’t really a separation of child 
and adult, or old person, or teenager. The children are 
as important as the old people, but they have different 
strengths and weaknesses. Everybody works together as 
a community, as a unit, because you need each other to 
function and survive. 

each child is differenT. you have To TrusT Them in Their own 
advenTures, allow Them Their own disasTers, and To make Their 
own misTakes. otherwise they won’t learn.

Kazakh Tribe, Bayan-Olgii, Mongolia, 2011

Michelle Henning studied nutritional therapy and 

nutrition and health coaching at the Irish Institute 

of Nutrition and Health. She is the mother of baby 

Cara and founder of MamaHub.nl, a site dedicated 

to healthy living for mamas and their families.  

Her articles have previously been featured in WIRED, the MIDEM blog, 

and Amsterdam Mamas. View article resources and author information 

here: pathwaystofamilywellness.org/references.html.
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ecently, I went on yet another 
business trip. Fortunately, this 
was the first business trip I’ve 
made in some time, almost a 
year if memory serves correctly. 
I have traveled several times a 
year over the past 10 years or 
so—sometimes more, some-
times less. On this latest trip I 

actually tried to write down a list of all of the business 
trips I have taken as a way to pass the time during a long 
layover. I stopped at 25, unable and unwilling to think 
about it anymore.

Like everything, traveling on business has its good 
points and bad points. On the positive side, I get the TV 
all to myself and it is pretty quiet. On the negative side,  
I get the bed all to myself and it is pretty quiet. 

Ahh, the bed. I always sleep really poorly when I am 
away. Part of it could be that I have a TV right in front of 
me to waste away the time. Part of it could be that most 
hotel beds are pretty uncomfortable when you get right 
down to it. But the real reason? Because I am sleeping 
alone, without my family near me, and I am definitely 
not used to that. 

When we found out that we were having our first son, 
like most parents we immediately hit the bookstore to 
begin trying to soak up sage parenting advice to guide 

us on this uncertain journey. We weren’t necessarily 
looking for information that was popular, or traditional, 
or “scientifically proven,” whatever that means. We were 
looking for practical information that made sense to us 
and rang true in our hearts. In the end, we came up with 
an overall philosophy that many people may think is 
pretty out there in terms of how far away it is from tra-
ditional parenting. We decided against formula feeding, 
against circumcision, against vaccinations (eventually), 
and against disposable diapers. Or, more appropriately, 
we decided to breastfeed, to keep our sons whole physi-
cally, to inform ourselves about the risks and rewards 
of vaccinations and adjust accordingly, and to wash our 
own cloth diapers. After doing our research and search-
ing our hearts, these decisions all made sense to us. But 
there was one other choice we made that has been as 
rewarding as it has been controversial—the decision to 
share a family bed, or co-sleep, with our children. 

If you think about it, sleeping in separate beds and 
rooms is a relatively new phenomenon, and to this day 
is not accepted or even possible in many, many cultures. 
While I haven’t researched this topic thoroughly, I would 
think that the idea of separate sleeping came along with 
the affluence that led to larger homes, and conventional 
work and school paradigms that “necessitate” regu-
lar sleep patterns for various members of the family. 
Regardless of its origins, separate sleeping has become 

By Jeff Sabo

R
 There is a Bed, a Family Bed, 
WHERE EVERYONE IS SLEEPING
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the norm in our society. And as with any norm, it has 
its active supporters. In fact, any educated parent could 
probably come up with a lengthy list of why parents 
should sleep separately from their children. Some of 
these arguments are based on fear, some on research, 
and some on preference. But they all boil down to con-
cerns about safety, couple intimacy, and the well-being 
of the child. 

When we were originally thinking about co-sleeping, 
it wasn’t really with an eye on the benefits of sharing a 
family bed—it was more because we just could not wrap 
our heads or hearts around the idea of leaving a baby in 
a crib. To us, something that small, that helpless, that 
perfect, that sweet, and that dependent simply required 
us to be as close as possible for as much time as possible. 
I mean, all other rationales aside, how do you spend 
your entire day holding a baby close to you, nurturing, 
cuddling, allowing her to explore your face with her fin-
gers as she learns how to work her eyes, letting him suck 
on your nose and fall asleep on your chest, and then just 
put the baby in another room alone when night comes?  
That dichotomy seemed too much to bear. It just felt 
wrong, regardless of whatever logic someone tried to 
douse it with. 

Still, there are certainly more than enough people out 
there who will tell you that co-sleeping is a bad idea. In 
fact, both The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) 
and the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission 
(CPSC) warn that infants (under 1 year) should not co-
sleep with their parents. Their reasons vary somewhat, 
but in general they boil down to concerns about the risk 
of suffocation and SIDS. To be sure, suffocation and SIDS 
are tragic and the risks should be taken seriously. There 
are many things that could go wrong: A baby could fall 
off of the bed or get caught in the headboard, he could 
suffocate in loose bedding, or one of the parents could 
roll over onto the baby. These things happen, and not 
just to babies with inattentive parents. Of course, the 
first two happen with babies in cribs as well. And the 
third is often caused by parents who have been drinking 
or taking drugs. 

But there are risks and rewards in virtually every 
aspect of life, especially in parenting. We understood 

these risks and did everything in our power to mitigate 
them. We chose a large bed with plenty of room for a 
baby in between us. I used a body pillow as a small “do 
not cross” barrier so I would stay in my lane, as it were. 
Our bed doesn’t have a head- or footboard, and we kept 
our bed low so that if there was a fall, it would be very 
short. And neither of us smoke or drink. In other words, 
we did everything we could to minimize the risks so that 
we, and our babies, could maximize the rewards. 

Safety is one concern many parents have when think-
ing about co-sleeping, but just as critical is the concern 
about loss of intimacy. There seems to be a belief that 
couples who sleep with their babies lose out completely 
on any opportunity to be intimate. I never quite under-
stood that. First of all, when it comes to sexual intimacy 
it is always beneficial—not to mention pretty interest-
ing—to think “outside the bed.” With baby on the bed 
safely between two pillows with plenty of room to turn 
over, the floor or chair or couch—or whatever else you 
can imagine—make excellent bed substitutes. Also, 
there are plenty of other, non-nighttime opportuni-
ties to share intimacy with your partner; the trick is in 
rethinking old sexual habits and turning them into new 
ideas in terms of place and time. 

But not all intimacy is sexual. Don’t believe me? 
Wake up at 2 a.m. to the sound of a hungry or restless 
baby, and place your hand gently on your baby’s back 
while she breastfeeds, looking all the while into the 
eyes of your partner just feet away from you. I challenge 
you—no, I dare you—to find a more intimate moment 
than that. If you try it and still don’t get it, take a deep 
breath and try harder. It’s there; you just have to let it 
come to you. 

But all concerns aside—be they related to safety or 
intimacy—our decision was based on what we thought 
was best for the entire family, including our little 
dudes. Again, our babies need us close—they need us 
to comfort them, to help them, to teach them, to show 
them through our actions, even from a young age, that 
the world can be a place that soothes and enables and 
provides. I cannot wrap my head around how to do that 
by putting my baby, who needs me desperately, in a crib, 
or in another room. Intellectually, I get the idea behind 

sleeping in separaTe beds and 

rooms is a relaTively new  

phenomenon, and to this day is 

not accepted or even possible  

in many, many cultures.
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human resources manager, a teacher, a trainer, a 

class leader, a presenter, a writer and a musician. 

But his life really began when he became a dad.  

He lives with his family and friends in Corvallis, Oregon. View article 

resources and author information here: pathwaystofamilywellness.

org/references.html.

this: “teaching” a baby 
independence, getting 
mommy some rest, 
etc. But…I don’t know, 
somehow it seems so 
unnatural to me. 

As a new parent, 
you have to accept 
the fact that a baby 
changes your life, not 
that you change the 
baby’s life. You cannot 
simply go on living 

exactly the same way that you did pre-parenting, with 
the same deadlines, milestones, expectations and needs. 
Your baby is not an addendum, an appendix, an append-
age or a pet. She is a human being, and a needful and 
helpless one at that, who needs you to adjust a bit to help 
her get off to a solid start in the world. 

Many parents want, and perhaps think that they 
need, their babies to sleep through the night and gain 
independence as soon as possible. Sometimes that is a 
legitimate need: All families are different and no one 
way works for everyone. But leaving babies alone at 
night to cry it out—to figure it out for themselves— 
ignores the fact that babies do not cry because they are 
lonely, they cry because they are hungry, thirsty, afraid, 
uncertain, in pain or uncomfortable. They have no other 
means to communicate these needs, and no means to 
meet these needs without you. When left alone to try to 
figure it out, they really only learn two things: how to 
deal with a need that is unmet, and that their expression 
of needs will often go ignored. 

So, if you accept the fact that infants have needs, 
isn’t it rational to also think that their need for comfort 
outweighs their need for independence? Isn’t it rational 
to think that their need for the intimacy and security  
of closeness outweighs their need for alone time?  
And isn’t it rational to think that their need for you 
outweighs their need for nearly anything else? You  
alone can choose whether or not to meet your baby’s 
needs and demonstrate to them the power behind  
meeting needs in general. 

Let’s say that you understand the benefits of co-
sleeping with an infant. After all, there is a deep logic 
behind it, right? But what about sharing a family bed 
with your children as they get older? 

I think that the same logic applies well here, actually. 
We still co-sleep; in fact, we’ve been doing it from the 
get-go, more than 12 years now. We choose to continue 
it because it works for us—for all of us—in many ways. 
It allows us all a sense of connection at the end of days 
both good and not-so-good. It allows us some time to 
talk before we drift off to sleep. It allows us the sense 
of security that comes with knowing that we sleep 
surrounded by love. And it allows us one space in the 
world which we know is just ours, together, as a family; 
sometimes the only time we are all together is when we 
are snuggled in asleep. 

But we don’t force it. If the kids wanted their own 
rooms and beds, they would get them; in fact, I regularly 
ask them if they would like their own rooms. When they 
come to bed and rustle around for a bit, I can usually get 
right back to sleep after a quick hug or a few peaceful 
words. When I need more sleep, I move to a different 
room with no frustration or malice. When I choose 
intimacy with my partner, we get creative. When I wake 
up, usually far earlier than anyone else, I do so as quietly 
and respectfully as possible—and everyone else does the 
same. It works, and works well. In fact, it is essential to 
our deep connection as a family. 

I know that someday, sooner rather than later, this 
will change. I know that they will choose their own 
rooms, their own beds, and eventually some different 
sleeping partners. Ginger and I will share a bed just 
by ourselves, and our lives will change yet again. But I 
know that, when those days do come, our boys will be 
better for the comfort, security, and respect that we have 
shown them by taking care of their needs as infants and 
then supporting their wishes as children. 

iT allows us one space in The world which we know is jusT ours,  

TogeTher, as a family; sometimes the only time we are all together 

is when we are snuggled in asleep. 
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As you make your own decision about where and how your 
infant should sleep, here are some of the issues to be 
concerned with.

What constitutes a “safe sleep environment”?
Regardless of where an infant sleeps, safe infant sleep 

begins with the presence of an informed, breastfeeding, 
committed mother, or an informed and committed father.

Infants should sleep on their backs, on clean, firm 
surfaces, in the absence of smoke, with light, comfortable 
blanketing. Their heads should never be covered. 

The bed should not have any stuffed animals or pillows 
around the infant. An infant should never be placed to 
sleep on top of a pillow.

Sheepskins or other fluffy material, and especially 
bean-bag mattresses, should never be used. Water beds 
can be dangerous, too. Mattresses should always tightly 
intersect the bed frame. Infants should never sleep on 
couches or sofas, with or without adults, because they  
can slip down (face first) into the crevice or get wedged 
against the back of a couch.

In regard to bed-sharing, it is important to be aware 
that adult beds were not designed to assure infants’ safety.

Bottle-feeding babies should always sleep alongside  
the mother on a separate surface rather than in the bed.

If bed-sharing, ideally, both parents should agree  
and feel comfortable with the decision. Each bed-sharer 
should agree that he or she is equally responsible for  
the infant and acknowledge that the infant is present.  
My feeling is that both parents should think of them-
selves as primary caregivers.

Infants a year or less should not sleep 
with other siblings, but always with a 
person who can take responsibility for the 
infant’s presence.

Persons on sedatives, medications or 
drugs, who are intoxicated or excessively 
unable to arouse, should not co-sleep on 
the same surface with the infant.

Excessively long hair on the mother 
should be tied up to prevent infant 
entanglement around the infant’s neck. 
(Yes, that has really happened.)

Extremely obese persons, who may  
not feel where or how close their infant  

is, exactly, may wish to have the infant sleep alongside  
but on a different surface.

It is important to realize that the physical and social 
conditions under which infant-parent co-sleeping occur,  
in all its diverse forms, can and will determine the risks  
or benefits of this behavior. What goes on in bed is  
what matters.

It may be important to consider a worst-case scenario. 
Just as babies can die from SIDS in a risk-free, solitary 
sleep environment, it remains possible for a baby to die in 
a risk-free co-sleeping/bed-sharing environment. Make 
sure, as much as possible, that if this happened, you would 
not assume that either you or your spouse would think that 
bed-sharing contributed to the death, or that one of you 
accidentally suffocated the infant. 

Aside from never letting an infant sleep outside the 
presence of a committed adult—i.e., separate-surface 
co-sleeping, which is safe for all infants—I do not recom-
mend to any parents any particular type of sleeping 
arrangement since I do not know the circumstances within 
which particular parents live. What I do recommend is  
to consider all of the possible choices and to become as 
informed as is possible, matching what you learn with  
what you think will work the best for you and your family. 
—James J. McKenna, Ph.D. 

James J. McKenna, Ph.D., is a professor of biological 
anthropology and the director of the Mother-Baby Sleep 
Laboratory at the University of Notre Dame.

SAFE 
Co-Sleeping with Infants
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The moral imperative to end ‘cry it out’  

I remember the scene vividly.
I’m around 1½ years old. Recently separated from 

my mother, my grandmother cares for me. I see myself 
standing in my crib at my grandparents’ home. It’s dark.  
I am crying and crying. I don’t know what I did that was  
so wrong. I’m confused, utterly distraught. So, I climb out of 
my crib and walk through the house. I find my grandmother 
in the kitchen, cleaning. I cling to her leg, crying, begging.  
I want to be picked up. “I am a good girl!” I tell her.

Years later my grandmother confirms the story. She said 
it broke her heart to ignore my cries. She was pressured to 
make me cry myself to sleep by her husband, my grandfather, 
and by her son, my biological father.

She tells me she is sorry. 
—Victoria Fedden, author of Amateur Night at the 
Bubblegum Kittikat

“For a baby, being left to cry is like torture,” states 
Darcia Narvaez, professor of psychology at the 
University of Notre Dame and executive editor of the 
Journal of Moral Education. 

Pain responses are activated when babies are physi-
cally separated from their caregivers. This leads to the 
“underdevelopment” of receptors for serotonin, oxyto-
cin and endogenous opioids—chemicals essential for 
our experience of happiness. In particular, the neural 

pathways formed by oxytocin released in our infancy 
remain with us and continue to impact our adult physi-
ology. When these pathways are compromised it makes 
forming healthy attachment relationships challenging 
at best. 

Given this biological reality, Narvaez is deeply concerned 
about the negative impact that cry-it-out (CIO) methods of 
approaching infant/toddler sleep have on children. 

She warns: “When a baby’s needs are dismissed or  
ignored, the child develops a sense of mistrust of 
relationships and the world. And self-confidence is 
undermined. The child may spend a lifetime trying to fill 
the resulting inner emptiness.” 

CIO is also painful for connected caregivers to experi-
ence. Consider the story of a new mother standing in the 
shower with her hands over her ears so she doesn’t have 
to hear her daughter scream. Many parents who try CIO 
eventually succumb to the angels of their better nature 
and seek wisdom in methods that honor the basics of 
human physiology. Biology links mothers to children, 
and when the relationship is in sync, cortisol levels 
(associated with stress) as well as oxytocin levels (associ-
ated with bonding) rise or fall together. CIO breaks this 
bond. True, parents can numb themselves. Caregivers 
can be persuaded to ignore their natural physiological 
urge to respond to their child’s cues of distress. As seen 
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JUST LET HIM CRY. HE’S GOT TO LEARN TO FALL TO SLEEP ON HIS OWN. DON’T LET YOUR BABY MANIPULATE YOU. DON’T PICK HER UP.  
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in Victoria Fedden’s reflection, caregivers also can be 
pressured into practicing CIO.

Yet everything in a baby’s physiology links him to his 
caregiver. Research done by professor James McKenna 
at the University of Notre Dame analyzes recordings of 
co-sleeping, breastfeeding mothers and babies. Babies 
naturally turn to their mothers, not only for the nourish-
ment of breastfeeding, but to regulate breathing, heart 
rate and physiological well-being. 

“Given a choice, it seems human babies strongly 
prefer their mother’s body to solitary contact with inert 
cotton-lined mattresses,” writes McKenna.

To be forcibly separated from the sounds, smells and 
presence of the only habitat a baby has ever known is 
frightening enough. To be ignored when cues of distress 
are repeated until the body physiologically shuts down 
in order to maintain self-preservation is torturous.

It also has lifelong effects.
Last year, researchers from Princeton University, 

the University of Bristol, Columbia University and the 
London School of Economics and Political Science 
worked together to produce a report titled, “Baby Bonds: 
Parenting, Attachment and a Secure Base for Children.” 
Sutton Trust, a London-based institute, funded and 
published the report. According to their research,  
40 percent of 14,000 children born in 2001 lack secure 
attachment bonds formed by “early parental care.” 
Children under the age of 3 who do not establish these 
early vital bonds are “more likely to be aggressive,  
defiant, and hyperactive as adults.” All concerned about 

the well-being of our immediate future should take note 
of this study. 

How can parents ensure that children develop secure 
attachment? It’s simple. When a toddler cries, reassure 
and hold her. When a baby cries, pick him up.

Susan Campbell, a professor of psychology at the 
University of Pittsburgh, comments on the above study: 
“When helpless infants learn early that their cries will be 
responded to, they also learn that their needs will be met.” 

This lays the necessary foundation for the devel-
opment of secure attachment, upon which future 
emotional well-being depends. Yet, 40 percent of an 
upcoming generation has been harmed by misguided 
negligence and the abdication of sensitive and respon-
sive parenting.

Advocates of CIO carry much of the blame.

Pressure to Cry It Out
“Just let him cry. He’s got to learn to fall to sleep on his own.” 

“Don’t let your baby manipulate you.”
“My mommy-shift ends at 8 p.m. sharp.” 
Many new parents experience a great deal of pressure 

to let their babies or toddlers CIO. Whether this pres-
sure comes from medical professionals, loved ones or a 
parenting partner, it can feel relentless and confusing. 

To their credit, professionals advocating CIO do so 
because it works. Over time, the practice of CIO certainly 
does end the crying (cueing behavior) of babies and tod-
dlers. Dr. Jodi A. Mindell, a psychology professor at Saint 
Joseph’s University in Philadelphia, advises parents to 
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JUST LET HIM CRY. HE’S GOT TO LEARN TO FALL TO SLEEP ON HIS OWN. DON’T LET YOUR BABY MANIPULATE YOU. DON’T PICK HER UP.  YOU 
WILL SPOIL HER. JUST LET HIM CRY. HE’S GOT TO LEARN TO FALL TO SLEEP ON HIS OWN. DON’T LET YOUR BABY MANIPULATE YOU. DON’T 
PICK HER UP.  JUST LET HIM CRY. YOU WILL SPOIL HER. HE’S GOT TO LEARN TO FALL TO SLEEP ON HIS OWN.DON’T PICK HER UP.  

be “consistent” when it comes to using CIO. “They need to 
pick a plan they can absolutely follow through on,”  
she states.

While there is much to laud about consistency and 
routine when it comes to best parenting practices, 
consistency in and of itself is morally neutral. After all, 
one can be consistently unkind. What matters most is 
that parents are consistent in nurturing their children, 
not ignoring them. The only caveat here relates to the 

emotional stability of the caregiver. In a moment of 
profound frustration, it is wise to step aside briefly— 
even from a crying baby—and regain composure so as  
not to inadvertently harm the child. But this isn’t CIO. 
When practiced consistently, CIO teaches little ones that 
no one responds to their cries. They learn to sleep, or 
suffer, in silence.

We are the only mammal that can be convinced to 
purposely separate its young from their mothers during 
sleep and, furthermore, we are the only mammal that 
can be convinced that it is a good idea to ignore their 
desperate pleas for nighttime connection. How is this 
possible? A brief overview of two studies relating to 
brain development helps answer this question.

Ten years ago, Michael J. Meaney, scientific direc-
tor at the Ludmer Centre for Neuroinformatics and 
Mental Health at the Douglas Mental Health University 
Institute, studied why some rats were more anxious 
than others. First, Meaney divided mother rats into two 
categories: low-nurturing and high-nurturing. Then, 
he examined the “critical period” of the first 10 days of 
a baby rat’s life—which would be roughly equivalent 
to the first six months of human development. It is 
during this period of time that genes relating to a rat’s 
ability to manage anxiety are turned on or off. Rats 
with low-nurturing mothers remained anxious when 
facing new situations for their entire lives, unless they 
received medication. Why? The genes associated with 
establishing the neural pathways of managing anxiety 
never turned on. A high-nurturing mother was needed 
to trigger the gene’s activity.

All mammalian brains work in similar ways. Genes 
relating to key behaviors turn on and off (permanently) 
in the early stages of mammalian brain development.  
By studying rats and other mammals, we can learn a 
great deal about our own neurobiology. If a human 
mother is low-nurturing, her children may not develop 
the needed neural circuitry to manage their own emo-
tional lives with ease. Upon entering parenthood, these 
children may find it challenging to interpret their own 
baby’s cues in an appropriate way.

“Responding sensitively to infant crying is a difficult 
yet important task,” notes Esther M. Leerkes, professor of 
human development and family studies at the University 
of North Carolina at Greensboro. Last September, 
researchers led by Leerkes sought to determine why some 
mothers view the crying of infants in a “mother-oriented” 
way (wherein the cries were interpreted as manipulative 
nuisances) versus mothers who view the crying of their 
babies in an “infant-oriented” manner (wherein cries cor-
rectly connoted an infant’s need for care). Their findings, 
published in the journal Child Development, highlight 
how a mother’s difficulty in processing her own emo-
tions and/or her experience of depression was central in 
distinguishing between the two groups.

“ The good news is babies are not 
meant to sleep through the night 
because it’s not safe for them to. 
The bad news is babies are not 
meant to sleep through the night 
because it’s not safe for them  
to. So here is the ugly truth, being  
a parent is hard.” —GENA KIRBY,  

CO-FOUNDER OF THE PROGRESSIVE  

PARENTING NETWORK
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So, why is CIO advocated and practiced when it goes 
against the basic fiber of healthy mammalian behavior? Our 
neural circuitry is damaged. Whether we study anxious rats 
or mothers who label their crying infants “manipulative,” 
the answer is the same. The CIO method of approaching 
infant/toddler sleep advocates either the total absence of 
any nurturing or the very low presence of nurturing during 
nighttime hours. Such behavior guarantees that the pattern 
of damaged neural pathways continues. 

When considering the pressure parents face to 
practice CIO, especially when it comes from medical 
professionals, Tracy Cassels, founder and primary writer 
for Evolutionary Parenting, has this to say: “I don’t 
know what happened in their lives that have led them to 
promote such cold, inconsiderate practices…. To suggest 
parents must neglect their children in order to ‘help’ 
them. It must have been horrible.”

While it may be true that some professionals who ad-
vocate CIO are traumatized individuals, I prefer to think 
of them as simply misinformed. Due to new discoveries 
relating to brain science, medical practices have changed 
dramatically with regard to how we treat concussions. 
The same response is needed today when it comes to 
advice given to new parents regarding infant and toddler 
sleep. It’s unconscionable that, once familiar with the ba-
sics of how CIO harms the brains of developing children, 
medical professionals continue to advocate the practice. 

A Moral Imperative
Human infants and toddlers naturally wake for nourish-
ment, hydration, comfort and the reassurance of loving 
touch at night. In fact, many adults naturally wake at 
night to drink a glass of water, use the bathroom or seek 
out the comfort of a loved one following a bad dream. 
CIO advocates a nighttime experience that adults would 
protest if it were forced upon them. Shouldn’t we be 
more considerate of our children?

Dr. Gabor Maté used to advise parents to let their chil-
dren CIO. In 2006, Maté, a Canadian pediatrician and 
co-author of Hold On to Your Kids: Why Parents Need to 
Matter More Than Peers, wrote a compelling co-ed for The 
Globe and Mail titled, “Why I No Longer Believe Babies 
Should Cry Themselves to Sleep.”

In his article, Maté highlights how neuropsychologi-
cal research compels him to speak out publicly against a 
practice he once advocated for as a physician and prac-
ticed as a father. When a child is left to CIO, she doesn’t 
learn the “skill” of sleep, Maté explains. Rather, her brain 
escapes from the “overwhelming pain of abandonment” 
and “shuts down.” While such a shutdown brings quiet 
reverie for frustrated and exhausted parents, it comes at 
a steep price. The implicit memory encoded in the brain 
structure of the CIO baby is that the world is an uncaring 
place. “This is why, if I could relive my life, I would do 
much of my parenting differently,” Maté laments. 

When I consider what it would be like to purposefully 
leave my toddler alone to cry his way into an exhausted 
slumber, I shudder. The reaction is visceral. I don’t need 
a moral theory to more deeply persuade me that such a 
course of action goes against the clearly guided instinct 
I have to care for my son. Nevertheless, I am a scholar 
of ethics and find affirmation in the fact that ethical 
systems the world over insist upon our moral obligation 
to “do no harm.” 

Do No Harm
At times, these three words may seem archaic and hope-
lessly idealistic upon perusing headline news. When 
considering the billions spent on war, it’s clear that 
many institutions are relentlessly involved in the profi-
teering of harm. Nevertheless, each moment offers us a 
choice. We can add to the collective pain burdening the 
human family, or we can do what we can to alleviate it. 
While we may believe that some people (those labeled as 
terrorists, murderers, rapists, etc.) deserve to be harmed, 
the intentional harming of innocents is universally con-
demned and morally repugnant.

Upon discovering how harmful CIO is, we have an 
obligation to end this practice of purposefully neglecting 
our children at nighttime. Dr. Richard Ferber himself 
admitted he had little knowledge of infant psychology. So, 
why turn to his method for advice? As the popular parent-
ing slogan goes, “When we know better; we do better.”

Research is clear: The school of thought regarding  
infant/toddler sleep known as CIO (in all of its forms) 
harms the most precious and innocent among us. To 
knowingly harm babies and children is wrong. Period. 
May we work for a day when CIO is looked upon like the 
ancient practice of Chinese foot binding is today: archaic, 
harmful and best relegated to the pages of history. 

*This is the second part of a series originally printed  
in PhillyVoice.com. Part one can be accessed online  
at phillyvoice.com/screaming-sleep. 



H
ow often, as a parent or grandparent, 
do you wonder (and worry) whether 
you are capable of providing the 
guidance necessary for children to 
emerge as healthy, self-reliant,  
resilient and confident adults?

Dr. Wayne Dyer assures you: You can guide your 
children toward becoming compassionate, heart-centered 
adults who lead fulfilling, “no-limit” lives. The difficulties 
and challenges he overcame in his own childhood have 
made Dyer a remarkable teacher for adults, and now he’s 
teaching children as well. His new series of inspirational 
children’s books combine conscious-parenting concepts 
with the visionary wisdom found in his many bestsellers. 
With titles like Unstoppable Me!, It’s Not What You’ve Got, 
and Incredible You!, Dyer is able to teach young people 
tangible lessons about the power of intention, how to 
set goals and deal with challenges, the importance of a 
positive attitude, and the power of the words we say to 
ourselves. The latest book in the series is I Am: Why Two 
Little Words Mean So Much. Each book is packaged in 
vibrant, colorful pages so that children and their grown-
ups can enjoy reading time and again.

Dyer found the inspiration to write these books by 
looking back at his own childhood experiences and 
looking into the future lives of his own children and 
grandchildren. Dyer’s father was an abusive alcoholic 
who abandoned his mother and two older brothers. With 
few options and fewer resources available to her, Dyer’s 
mother had to relinquish Wayne and his two older broth-
ers to foster care. Dyer spent the first 10 years of his life in 
and out of Detroit orphanages and foster homes before his 
mother was able to reunite the family. 

Determination and a positive attitude helped Dyer rise 
above adversity. He completed a tour of duty in the Navy, 
earned a doctorate in counseling psychology, and authored 
30 books on motivation, spirituality and self-empower-
ment. Dyer credits his success to his ability to act on lessons 

What Do You  
   Really Want  
for Your Children?  
An interview  
with Dr. Wayne Dyer
By Karen M. Rider
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he learned about self-reliance, resilience and faith. His 
message to adults and children is “any one of us can over-
come adversity to make our dreams come true.” 

Although he has achieved fame as a psychotherapist, 
teacher and motivational speaker (he’s been called “the 
father of motivation”), Dyer is proudest of his experi-
ences as a father who has “raised eight children who 
all are self-reliant adults.” In this interview, he helps us 
understand that the power of parenting is not only about 
what we teach our children, but also our willingness to 
allow our children to be our teachers. 

Before we talk about the important messages you have 
for parents and children, tell me about one of your most 
remarkable parenting moments. 
As a father and grandfather, I’ve been blessed with 
abundant opportunities to be present with babies.  
My favorite parenting moment is holding them right  
out of the womb, cutting the cord, and holding them 
again. We can learn amazing lessons from observing 
babies and trying to emulate their joy. 

You didn’t come forth into this world to suffer, to be 
anxious, fearful, stressful or depressed. They’ve done 
nothing to be so happy. Babies don’t work. They have  
no possessions, they poop in their pants, and they  
have no goals other than to grow and explore the world. 
They don’t have teeth or hair, and they’re pudgy and 
flatulent. How could they possibly be so joyful and easily 
pleased? They’re in a constant state of love—they’re still 
in harmony with the Source that intended them here.  
Be like that baby you once were. You don’t need a reason 
to be happy…your desire to be so is sufficient. 

What did you learn from your most embarrassing  
parenting moment? 
One time, when I was rushing the kids out of the house 
for school, I raised my voice at my daughter. She replied, 
“I wonder if all those people would buy a book from Mr. 
Positive if they saw the way he talks to his 9-year-old 
daughter?” Kids are very good at showing you your own 
behavior. What are you modeling to them?

When did a lesson you were trying to teach one of your 
kids take an unexpected turn? 
Many times. Our children can be our greatest teachers  
if we allow it. One moment that is quite funny to me 
now was when my daughter was old enough to complain 
about how she was being parented. I explained to her 
that she chose her parents when coming into this world, 
and if she didn’t like the way I parent then she shouldn’t 
have chosen me. She replied, “I chose you? I must have 
been in a hurry.” 

Recently, I overheard my daughter mimic me while she 
was “disciplining” her doll. Unfortunately, she wasn’t 
impersonating one of my better moments. Right away, 
I thought, “That’s not what I want.” So, let’s talk about 
what you believe parents really want for their children.
I think parents who are truly aware of themselves, their 
thoughts and behaviors and the impression these make 
upon a child, really want something deeper than the 
material measures of a successful life portrayed in the 
media. Over the years of being a parent, and having 
had the opportunity to ask parents this question, the 
answers gravitated around a central theme that I believe 
is as relevant today as was when I first wrote the book. 
Parents want their children to value themselves, to be 
self-reliant and independent, to take risks, to be free 
from stress and anxiety, to live peaceful lives, to cele-
brate present moments, to value wellness and creativity, 
and to feel a sense of purpose. 

Is that realistic?
[Parenting is] the toughest job. The fact is, most parents 
don’t know how to balance what we truly want for our 
children and the realities we face each day because we 
have not learned that simple secret ourselves. With 
kids, you must live by example. If you yourself have 
not learned how to cultivate inner happiness that can 
carry you through adversity, you can’t teach that to your 
children. We want our children to grow into content, 
high-functioning, no-limit adults who can handle life’s 
challenges without getting so overwhelmed by outside 
forces or their own emotions that they feel defeated. 
If this is what you really want for your children then 
there’s no excuse why it can’t be realistic.

parenTs wanT Their children  

To value Themselves, To be  

self-relianT and independenT,  

To Take risks, To be free from 

sTress and anxieTy, To live  

peaceful lives, To celebraTe  

presenT momenTs, To value  

wellness and creaTiviTy,  

and to feel a sense of purpose. 
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Let’s talk about “no limits,” because people are likely to 
misunderstand this concept when related to child-rearing. 
A no-limit person—child or adult—has no internally 
imposed limitations and they refuse to allow outsid-
ers to place any limits on them. It’s the same as saying 
self-actualized, conscious or inner-directed. This is a 
person who has high levels of self-respect, regardless of 
the situation. They are doers, not complainers. They are 
motivated by higher qualities, they are compassionate 
and concerned for others, they give to life rather than 
just seeking out what they can take from life. You can 
spot a no-limit person easily: They experience joy and 
inner peace even while everyone around them is going 
mad. They are the calm within the storm.

What prompted the children’s book series?
One of the things I most enjoyed as a parent was read-
ing to my kids at bedtime. Sometimes, after we finished 
reading we would embellish the story with our own 
ideas. When I started writing books, I had my children in 
mind. I wanted them to have, in one place, some of the 
most important practices they could choose to adopt for 
a fulfilled life. The essential message—to help people 
overcome self-imposed limitations and realize their own 
magnificence—is a message for everyone, from infancy 
to old age. I want children to know just how unique and 
powerful they are, and that everything they need to create 
happy, successful lives is within them.

What are some of the lessons taught in these books?
Incredible You! uses vivid illustration and rhyming verse 
to teach 10 ways to let your greatness shine through. 
Some of the lessons are sharing the good in yourself 
and seeing the good in others, thinking good thoughts, 
and taking care of your mind and body. Unstoppable 
Me! teaches no-limit thinking using an example and 
illustration of how a child might apply the lesson in her 
life. Both of these books have questions at the end for a 
parent and child to talk through together.

It’s Not What You’ve Got! takes on the biggies: money 
and abundance. How do you portray these concepts so that 
children understand and embrace them?
I teach lessons that, given the economic downturn we’ve 
faced in recent times, a lot of adults didn’t learn. It is 
crucial for children to learn that money does not create 
happiness and to live within their means. I also teach 
that every kind of job is important, just as the people 

you can spoT a no-limiT person 

easily: They experience joy and 

inner peace even while everyone 

around Them is going mad. they 

are the calm within the storm.
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who perform them are important. I wrote with Kristina 
Tracy to create rhyming verse brought to life through 
illustrations [by Stacy Heller Budnick] that resonate 
with kids at their level. This, combined with the con-
versations parents and kids have as they read the book, 
helps them understand, for example, that abundance is 
something more than just money. 

No Excuses! is a book I’m using in my home, now. My 
daughters are 6 and 8 and already have all kinds of 
excuses for why they can’t do something. It’s even raised 
memories from my childhood, of being told, “You’re full 
of excuses.” I try to be aware of how I respond to these 
excuses so that I’m not reinforcing them.
It’s great that you cultivate that awareness with your 
daughter because you can change the way you respond 
to her and change the lesson. In turn, she will learn what 
I hope this book teaches many children: how to spot how 
often they use excuses and how excuses can stop them 

from doing things they really want to do. This book, 
which adapts concepts from the book Excuses Begone!, 
tells a story of a boy with a seemingly impossible dream 
who almost lets excuses get in his way. There are ques-
tions to explore with your child to promote insight and 
understanding.

What is the best parenting advice you’ve ever received?
Teach only love. It’s also the best advice I could give. 
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W e all have fantasies of what we might do if 
we weren’t afraid. I’m talking about those 
ideas that flash in our minds, giving us a 

glimpse of what it might feel like to act upon some-
thing that lives only in our theoretical parts. That if 
you did this thing you think about often but seldom 
talk about, you might catch a glimpse of yourself that 
you always knew was there.

These daydreams might infiltrate our thoughts  
when we’re running, meditating, cooking, driving or 
lying awake at night. These flashes of what could be 
sometimes seem like a distrac-
tion, but what if they represent 
something more?

B.J. Palmer, the founder of 
chiropractic, referred to these 
intuitive glimpses as “innate thot 
flashes.” These “thot flashes” 
are said to be connected with 
our inner compass, pointing in a 
direction that we’re meant to fol-
low. Trusting this inner compass 
should lead us to a path of least 
resistance and literally make our 
dreams come true…yet this seems 
like a rare story.

It’s proposed that disregarding 
our intuitive glimpses and pushing 
them away will evoke physiologi-
cal responses that activate the 
sympathetic nervous system. 
This part of our nervous system, 
also known as “fight or flight,” is 
activated in response to feeling 
threatened and fearful. 

Common sense, then, would have us take these 
dreams of ours seriously. However, they frequently get 
thrown out the window because the mind boggle that 
comes with making them real forces us to create a very 
unpredictable version of ourselves. 

From an early age, we’re taught to go through life 
with a plan and a predictable outcome. We spend our 
time trying to fit in. We should graduate high school 
with honors, go to college, get a job, get married, have 
kids, get them through college, work like dogs and save 

for retirement. Above all, we should certainly learn to 
foresee the unforeseeable.

My husband, Darin, and I live in a beautiful town, 
in a house we love, with Marco and Simon, our 9- and 
11-year-old boys. Our chiropractic practice is thriving, 
with four chiropractors, four massage therapists, an 
office manager and four chiropractic assistants. Our 
patients and staff feel like family, and our community 
fits our version of near-perfect. For years now, we’ve 
been living the life we had originally envisioned, with 
all the soccer games, music lessons, yoga classes, school 

involvement, and community 
participation detail we’d always 
imagined. In essence, life is good!

Yet, in the figment of our 
imagination, our inner voices 
suggested that we should leave it 
all for an extended period of time, 
just for the exact sake of doing so.

Disconnecting ourselves com-
pletely from our lives was not only 
enticing and thought-provoking, 
but it somehow felt necessary. 
Despite the fact that our lives 
seemingly reflected everything 
we’d hoped for, we wanted to get 
off of cruise control. Musician 
Michael Franti’s words, “only a 
rat can win a rat race,” resounded 
loudly. We also wanted to discon-
nect in the literal sense. We want-
ed to leave our iPhones, iPads, 
iPods, Netflix, Amazon, Hulu, and 
National Public Radio behind, just 

to see who we were without these distractions.
One evening, while sitting in the kitchen, we finally 

said it out loud: “What if we just ship our Volkswagen 
Eurovan to South America, and travel and live in it for 
four months?” Now, I realize that living in a van for four 
months may not be the stuff of dreams for anyone else, 
but it’s the bigger picture, the big idea, that counts. 

The first thing that happens when you take a day-
dream and truly entertain the notion is pure excitement. 
You get caught up in the feeling the dream is meant to 
evoke in the first place. You don’t quite understand why 

Let’s Get Lost
A family of four goes out of the country and off the grid

By Anik St. Martin, D.C., CACCP
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you want to do such a thing. All you know is that there’s 
a truth in it that your soul is seeking. 

It was at the exact moment that Darin and I let 
ourselves get excited about this potential reality that 
the door swung open to the multitude of reasons why 
we couldn’t possibly do it. What if our practice failed 
in our absence? What about our house, our pets, our 
children’s school? What if the van broke down in the 
middle of nowhere (assuming it even made it there in 
the first place)? What if one of our kids got hurt? What 
if we hated it? There were so many reasons not to do it 
and as we’d get older, these reasons would give birth to 
new ones. In essence, it was a crazy thing to do. But what 
if we threw caution to the wind and trusted in ourselves 
and our intuition and just did it anyway? 

We spent the next three months organizing our lives 
and our minds. A few of those close to us were sup-
portive from the start, while many others were confused 
and dismayed. “What if you get hurt? What if you get 
kidnapped? Do you even speak Spanish? Why would 
you leave your practice in its prime? What if you get 
malaria? What do you mean you won’t vaccinate before 
you go? Will you take a gun? Why would you want to do 
that? Oh, you always were a dreamer!” The truth is, we 
didn’t have answers to these questions, because in the 
end, we didn’t feel we needed them.

We shipped our van from Tacoma, Washington, to 
Cartagena, Colombia. We flew to meet it two weeks later. 
Coming from a world where every moment is accounted 
and planned for, the transition into “go with the flow” 
and nothing but free time was unsettling at first. Being 
together every minute of the day was a bit difficult in 
the beginning. Unlike our usual family vacations, where 
we’d maximize our time off and squeeze as much as 
we could into a week, all this free time left us with ants 
in our pants. Those first few weeks were comparable 

to what you go through during the first few days of a 
cleanse, where you want to feel refreshed and pure, but 
first you have to shed some dirty layers.

After a while, we got used to the 48 square feet of 
living space, enjoying the routine of spending our days 
loafing around, surfing, eating fresh food, finding good 
water and comfortable places to park and sleep. We came 
to terms with the mosquitos, the sand fleas, the heat, and 
the daily encounters with the Policia Federal. Our Spanish 
learning curve was steep but ameliorating, and we—well, 
Darin—successfully dealt with a few van mishaps and 
breakdowns along the way. The wind was at our backs and 
we were pleased with ourselves, feeling quite grooved in. 
Little did we know, we’d barely touched the surface.

Yvon Chouinard, the founder of the outdoor clothing 
maker Patagonia, once said, “For me, when everything 
goes wrong, that’s when the adventure starts.” It took a 
Colombian turn of events to peel back just enough of our 
way of being to force us to truly see the inherited sense 
of urgency we’d been living with for decades. 

We had looked forward to doing some backcountry hik-
ing in El Cocuy National Park, Colombia’s Sierra Nevadas. 
The forecast report informed us that we had a four-day 
window before the weather would turn and hiking would 
be discouraged. Feeling pressed for time, we spent two 
days driving on washed-out roads, with hairpin turns, at 
high elevations, through FARC red zones, where a simple 
moment of eye contact with some locals clearly communi-
cated that we shouldn’t stop or get out of the car. 

We arrived in El Cocuy—pretty much the middle 
of nowhere—late at night, tired, nauseated, and cold. 
We spent the night in a hostel, where we luxuriated 
the first hot showers we’d had in weeks. A day later, 
with no Internet access anywhere to be found, we 
made our way to the park office, which consisted of a 
wooden desk with a stack of maps meant for someone in 

on many mornings, i woke up in my sleeping 
bag, wedged beTween The mess of four people 
living in a van, and wondered, how is it that 
i am just now, for the first time, getting to 
truly know my family?



kindergarten, without topographical 
information or anything else of value, 
considering the rugged country we 
were going into. We registered for 
our hike and drove a few hours to the 
trailhead, at 10,000 feet, where we 
quickly got our backpacks ready for 
the two-day trip. After all, there was 
no time to waste; acclimating was 
overrated.

Three hours into our hike, our 
oldest, Simon, started complaining 
of a headache. We pushed forward, 
making sure to hydrate and snack 
frequently. After all, when we hike at 
home, this seems to fix everything. 
Hours later, at an elevation we’d later 
learn was nearly 14,000 feet, Simon 
and I were suffering from severe 
headaches and nausea and the sun 
was going down. We considered 
turning around, but it was too late. 
The thunder and lightning behind us 
was foreboding, and Darin’s gray skin 
and bloodshot eyes were surreal. But our high-altitude, 
oxygen-deprived state of delirium drove us to a state of 
giddiness. We were beyond rational. 

We had to spend the night at close to 15,000 feet in 
a cave, surrounded by fog so thick that if we moved, we 
would be lost in an instant. The reality of our altitude 
sickness had set in, and we tried to keep it together as our 
camp stove caught fire and our blue-lipped boys groaned 
and vomited. What had we done? What were we thinking? 
We spent the night short of breath, checking our kids’ vital 
signs and forcing ourselves to hydrate every half hour. 
At sunrise, alive, dizzy and weak, we slowly headed back 
down. Hours later, we reached the trailhead—humbled, 
raw, vulnerable, and questioning everything. 

People talk about gaining perspective through mid-
life crises. For us, it took a single night in a clouded-in 
cave in the middle of Colombia. We spent a few more 
days in and around El Cocuy, in a state of indescribable 
gratitude. Our family came away from that night closer 
than ever. Suddenly, being together every minute of 
the day was all we wanted. Time slowed down, and a 
chunk of our North American sense of “git ’er done” still 
remains camped out in that cave. From that moment 
forward, the plan was to not have a plan.

Over the months that followed, we spent many more 
days acclimating to high elevations. We rock-climbed 
in Colombia and Peru, camped out for days at the edge 
of heart-warming hot springs in Ecuador, and we hiked 
through the Cordillera Blanca of Peru for four days with 
a guide and a few donkeys. 

On many mornings, I woke up in my sleeping bag, 

wedged between the mess of four people living in a van, 
and wondered, How is it that I am just now, for the first time, 
getting to truly know my family? We suddenly had no work, 
school, sports, laundry, or yards and homes to maintain. 
We weren’t plugged in and we were no longer weekend 
warriors. The kids had a few bouncy balls, a Hacky Sack, 
and a Frisbee (which we eventually gave to a family in 
Ecuador). We had a few outfits each and an entire section 
of the van devoted to books. We barely had anything, but 
we became engulfed in a richness we had never known.

We met person after person who reminded us that 
people are inherently good. We observed a culture that 
believes in using and taking only what they need. A world 
where there are giant holes in the streets and sidewalks, 
dogs on the loose, live wires near faucets and shower 
heads, and rebar everywhere. Here, “liability” and safety 
mean taking it upon yourself to not fall in the holes, touch 
the live wires or make the dogs mad. In fact, we repeated-
ly discovered that for a single piece of beef jerky we could 
make a deal with a street dog to guard our van, regardless 
of where we were parked.

Due to the fact that every experience was new, our 
intuition was all we had to rely on. Here, we didn’t know 
more or better than our kids; we were on an even plane of 
learning. Our boys revealed themselves to us as patient, 
tolerant, observant, appreciative, problem-solving indi-
viduals with whom we were privileged to travel. About six 
weeks into our journey, Marco asked, “Mommy, have you 
noticed that everyone here has black hair?”

We spent some time in the tropical paradise of Canoa, 
Ecuador, where we surfed while the kids swam around 

our inTuiTion was all we had To rely on.  

we didn’T know more or beTTer Than our 

kids; we were on an even plane of learning.
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in a river a few hundred feet away. They spent countless 
hours floating around on logs with makeshift oars, free 
as can be, with no cares in the world. One afternoon, 
while walking from the beach back to the van, Simon en-
countered an enormous boa constrictor, unassumingly 
slithering its way toward our van. The man who ran the 
hostel where we were camped informed us that the boas 
were numerous and that they all lived in the river that 
the kids had been playing in for days. As he left on his 
bicycle, toting the captured snake in a potato sack, we all 
looked at each other and couldn’t help but laugh.

It was also in Ecuador that Marco contracted the 
mosquito-borne virus, Dengue fever. After a few days 
of supporting him through high fevers and severe 
headaches, we realized that everywhere we looked, 
there were signs proclaiming that we were in a Dengue 
endemic area. At the age of 8, even Marco seemingly 
trusted his body’s innate intelligence to work through 
this virus, for which the only preventative measure is to 
stay away from mosquitos. Staying away from mosquitos 
there is like dodging drops while it rains. After days of 
lethargy, I took Marco to an urgent care center, where 
they gave him IV hydration. We were there for hours 
as they doted on Marco like a prince. They refused to 
accept payment of any kind, which left me speechless, 
and once again humbled. Simon has since talked about 
winning the lottery and sending all the winnings to that 
urgent care center.

We saw firsthand what the Nazca Lines, ancient 
geoglyphs created in the desert of Peru, look like from 
a six-seater prop plane. We spent time camped out at 
the foot of sand dunes the size of mountains, where we 
learned to sandboard. We learned to eat soup with tripe 
and chicken feet. We saw blue footed boobies, scorpi-
ons, and giant turtles. We held hands in a death-grip 
underwater as we swam with 10-foot-long hammerhead 
sharks, which we learned are nocturnal feeders, and 
generally not aggressive. Simon still talks about the 
feeling of water displacement created by these sharks as 
they swam by.

After four months, 7,000 driven miles, hundreds of 
stories, and an unforeseen quiescence, we dropped our 
van off at the port of Lima and returned home. 

We came back, feeling tenderized and moving at a 
much different pace. We found ourselves overwhelmed 
with how much we have. Within that first week of being 
back, we overheard our kids marvel at the size of our 
bath towels, at the clothes in their closets, at automatic 
sliding doors and the abundance of toilet paper in public 
restrooms. After being back for two days, we left and 
slept in a tent for a little while because our home offered 
us so much space that we felt lost.

After months of being back, we’ve found some bal-
ance. We’re back to being busy and often distracted, but 
with an awareness that keeps us grounded. Our day-
dreams now feel tangible and realistic. People still ask 
us, “Why did you do that?” 

Here’s why: Because not following our intuitive 
yearning would have stifled us. Because there’s no time 
like the present. Because we wanted to find out what 
would happen if we let go of everyone else’s expectations 
and just paid attention to our own. And because who 
says life has to be taken so seriously?

What would happen if we trusted our innate intel-
ligence to be our guide? Children certainly appear to do 
so. Scaling the proverbial wall affords us a view of our 
lives with unknown outcomes and a certain element of 
risk. But any life-altering experience worth doing can’t 
be dissected into its individual parts. Because, in the 
end, the story and its impact are much bigger than the 
sum of these parts.

For now, we continue to teach our kids and the kids  
in our practice to nurture and trust their intuition. 
Instead of being afraid to act on our inner voice, our 
intuition, and our innate wisdom, maybe we should 
closely consider the ramifications of ignoring that voice. 
If you weren’t afraid, what would you do? 

Dr. Anik St. Martin, D.C., CACCP, practices family- 

centered chiropractic at Advantage Chiropractic and 

Massage in Longview, Washington. She has been 

serving her community with her husband and fellow 

chiropractor for 14 years. Dr. St. Martin has seen 

countless lives change for the better with chiropractic 

care. She prides herself on educating her patients and caring for them 

as though they are family. She enjoys public speaking, and frequently 

delivers lectures and workshops about chiropractic, children’s 

well-being, and nutrition. Dr. St. Martin finds balance with yoga, 

surfing, running, hiking, skiing and cooking. Her travel blog can  

be found at vamonosstshook.com. She can be reached at  

contact@myadvantagechiro.com. View article resources and author 

information here: pathwaystofamilywellness.org/references.html.
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THE 40-HOUR JAIL SENTENCE
Does working a desk job fry your brain and rot your soul?

By Mark Brady, Ph.D.

T he first “real” job I ever had was working in an 
office as a purchasing agent. The job was to 
buy nuts and bolts—literally. The parts were 

for military aircraft. I was 19 years old and it was good 
money…for about a year. Then it became bad money. 
I soured on the job when I realized I was doing some-
thing I was morally opposed to: contributing to the war 
machinery. (Literally.) Working lousy jobs with little 
meaning inherent in them, even if you rationalize the 
hell out of it, rots the soul. So there’s that part.

Then there’s the brain part. Once I realized I was in 
a soul-rotting job, I tried drugs and drinking as medi-
cine. That only made things worse very fast. My body 
started sending me wake-up alarms, but mostly I just 
ignored them. I could take aspirin for the migraines and 
antihistamines for the hives breaking out here, there 
and everywhere. (I wish Marina Shifrin’s “I Quit” viral 
musical video had been around in those days to inspire 
me. I might have ended up in a job working with Queen 
Latifah like she did.)

When Wisdom Speaks
One day when I was ready, a Sufi medicine man from 
Turkey showed up and issued me a stern directive:  
“Provide shelter for people.” That seemed like a work 
I could bring some soul to, and stop being part of the  
71 percent of American workers who hate their jobs. 
Amazingly, the next day, outside the very office where  
I cubed out daily, I was offered a job working as an  
apprentice on a house-building crew. I took it, and 
traded my war-making machinery, slave-labor job for 
Right Livelihood on the spot.

Little did I know at the time, but that move saved my 
life. Why? Because the brain is built primarily for one 
thing: moving our butts through the world. More than  
80 percent of the cells in my brain are devoted to that 
one operation: body movement. If you don’t move it, 
you’ll lose it—guaranteed. Brain cells literally shrivel up 
and die. Neural networks gradually go dark. Mike Evans, 
the 23½-hour doc, is on board with me moving my  
body through the world. So is Cambridge neuroscientist 
Daniel Wolpert. He thinks body moving is the primary 
reason we have brains in the first place. I suspect both 
those guys are right, but even if they’re wrong, the way  
I see it there’s more upside in believing them than not. 
By acting as if it’s true, does it become true?

Providing Homes with Heart
In response to the Direct Order from Spiritual Headquar-
ters, I built a ton of houses over 25 years. I provided good 
shelter for people, volunteered regularly in programs 
like Habitat for Humanity, Christmas in April and Hearts 
and Hammers, and I’m still around and in pretty good 
health. Lately, I’ve traded in the tool belt for a laptop 
computer for the most part, but I’ve still managed to 
keep the body in motion. I recently 
got this little puppy, Ollie, and a good 
collection of friends to keep me off my 
butt and moving through the world. 
That’s a good thing. 

One other thing physical move-
ment does, I’m convinced, is keep 
traumatic memories at bay. Why do 
I think this? Because I used to go 
on week-long meditation retreats 
where not much movement went on. 
Essentially you just sat and watched 
your breath as it entered the openings 
of your nose. For hours on end. This 
was a great recipe for having trau-
matic memories surface. Once they 
did, however, without doing something to reconsolidate 
them, I was simply piling a new traumatic memory on 
top of the old ones. Nailing countless 16-penny sinkers 
into thousands of Douglas Fir pre-cut studs managed to 
process a lot of that traumatic energy out of my body in 
ways that formal contemplative practice never did. I call 
it my Nail-Pounding Meditation. It works for me.

When Sufi saints speak soul truths that resonate in 
the heart, brain and body, wise men listen. 

Mark is the author of eight nonfiction books and 

three novels, and writes the popular weekly blog,  

The Flowering Brain, which translates social 

neuroscience into common sense. He has a B.A.  

in general psychology; an M.S. in family systems;  

an M.A. in counseling psychology; and a Ph.D. in 

transpersonal psychology. He co-created the Children’s Grief Program 

at Kara, a community service agency in Palo Alto, California, and the 

Global Online Learning Program at Sofia University. He’s also been a 

full-time professional house builder for 25 years and built or remodeled 

more than 80 houses. View article resources and author information 

here: pathwaystofamilywellness.org/references.html.
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eat less, 

More Often 

remove 
Interference

get more
Sleep

10 Steps to
Regain 
Your Health

By Peter Braglia, D.C.

If you’re like most Americans, health is the most 

important aspect of your life that needs improving. 

Without adequate health and well-being, you can 

kiss most of your other goals goodbye. Declining 

health and vitality rob you of the energy you need  

to achieve your personal or professional goals.

With that in mind, I’ve created a series of simple 

practices—the more of these you do, the better and 

more in charge of your life you’ll feel.
 

As humans, we are made to move. This doesn’t mean run-
ning around on a daily basis, but rather spending a good 
portion of our days walking, standing and moving in gen-
eral. If we don’t, our bodies rebel and our health declines. 
Movement is not only good for your cardiovascular health, 
but also for your mental health. Do some form of exercise 
that significantly raises your heart rate for 30 minutes at 
least four times a week. Remember, also, to break up your 
sitting and move frequently during the day.

Sleep is often the single most undervalued behavior in 
our lives—and yet it is the one with the most immediate 
power to improve our lives in every waking moment.  
If you’re averaging less than six hours of sleep, aim to  
get just one more hour a night. It will leave you feeling 
more physically energized, emotionally resilient and 
mentally clear.

Food is fuel, and real food—healthy proteins, vegetables 
(complex carbohydrates) and fruits —are high-octane 
fuel. You feel best when you eat in small doses through-
out the day, beginning with breakfast. Try for more local 
and organic fruits and vegetables. Remember, the fresher 
the food, the more potent its nutrients.

Chiropractic care can literally change your life, and enable 
you to live a pain-free life full of energy and vitality. That’s 
because chiropractic adjustments help reduce or eliminate 
pressure on your nerves—the same ones responsible for 
your everyday bodily functions. Chiropractic will help 
eliminate pain and inflammation, reduce fatigue, and 
restore normal nerve flow to all your organs, giving you 
the energy, drive and peace of mind to go out there and 
live life the way it was meant to be lived.

sit less, 
move more
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be 
Present

Adjustment 
give 

Back

Mind

do the most  important thing 
First

renew
More

Human beings are not designed to work eight or more 
hours straight. We’re meant instead to alter between 
moving (spending energy) and resting (renewing energy). 
Ideally, take a break every 90 minutes, even if only to 
spend a minute or two stretching or breathing deeply.  
It all matters, and it all adds up.

The greatest gift you can give someone is your undi-
vided attention. After all, it’s better to be fully present 
with someone for an hour than physically present, but 
distracted, for multiple hours. Shut off your phone at a 
certain time each day, and practice being present with 
your family and friends.

We’re far quicker to notice what’s wrong in our lives than 
we are what’s right. Gratitude has tremendous power; if 
it is sincere and heartfelt it makes a big difference to our 
outlook. To help change this mindset, once a week aim to 
write a note of appreciation to someone who deserves it, 
telling the person precisely what you’re grateful for. 

Early in the morning (after your coffee), you’re likely to 
have the most energy, and the fewest distractions. Start 
your workday by focusing without interruption on the 
most important or challenging task you can accomplish 
that day.

Our brains work better if we challenge them, and life 
becomes more interesting when we do. Reading is, of 
course, a simple way to learn and grow, but so is building 
a daily practice around learning a new language, a sport, 
an instrument, how to fix a car, or learning to draw.

Lending a helping hand not only aids others in need, but 
it’s also very rewarding. Throughout the year, aim to take 
some time to add value to the world at large by support-
ing charities, standing up for great causes, or giving back 
to your community. 

give 

feed your

gratitude 

Peter Braglia, D.C., is a structural chiropractor with advanced training in prenatal and pediatric care. His focus is on restoring 

and protecting your body’s normal structural alignment, which allows it to work at its highest capacity. He practices in 

Stratford, Connecticut. Visit his website, truehealthct.com. View article resources and author information here: pathwaysto 

familywellness.org/references.html.
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SALUTOGENESIS 
THE AUTHENTIC WELLNESS MODEL FOR HEALTH 

By Eric L. Zielinski, D.C.

A century ago, infectious diseases were the 
health crises of the day. Researchers broke 
ground with treatments and cures. Popula-
tions underwent radical improvements in 

lifestyle, such as sanitation, clean water and improved 
nutrition. Today, we no longer fear illness as previous gen-
erations did, yet we still do not consider our era to be one 
of health. In place of infectious diseases, we have chronic 
maladies. Tuberculosis and pneumonia have been edged 
out by diabetes, chronic respiratory illness, and cancers. 

While much attention and fundraising is devoted  
to a search for the cures for these modern killers, some 
have questioned whether we are looking for the right solu-
tion at all. A relatively new theory, salutogenesis, could be 
the public-health breakthrough of our time.

Modern Health Philosophies
Conventional medicine is centered around the allopathic 
model of care. Recall that the root path indicates feeling (in 
words like empathy) or illness (seen in pathogen, among oth-
ers). Allopathy responds to symptoms and illness with a drug 
or treatment. Via Merriam-Webster: “A system of medical 
practice that aims to combat disease by use of remedies (as 
drugs or surgery) producing effects different from or incom-
patible with those produced by the disease being treated.”

The science and practice of allopathy continues to be  
an irreplaceable facet of medicine. The development of 
treatments and general prevention for infectious diseases 
has saved countless lives and changed the landscape of 
public health dramatically over the past century.

However, the rise of chronic metabolic and stress-affected  
disorders is not as easily treated by drugs or procedures,  
as evidenced by the rise of these ailments. In response,  
individuals are increasingly seeking out alternative options. 

Naturopathy is often thought of as an alternative to  

allopathy, with its use of natural remedies instead of 
drugs. Homeopathy is seemingly in direct opposition, 
treating illness with hyper-diluted substances that cause 
similar, rather than opposing, symptoms. For example, 
both allopathy and naturopathy would treat inflammation 
with an anti-inflammatory, whether a drug or a natural 
remedy. Homeopathy, on the other hand, would treat  
it with a minute amount of an inflammation-causing 
substance, hoping to engage the body’s natural responses. 

While the realm of alternative healthcare focuses more 
prominently on prevention, the common denominator of  
all these schools of thought is that of reactivity. Naturopathy, 
homeopathy and allopathy can all falter if they remain  
reactive rather than proactive in an environment of long-
term illnesses. That’s where salutogenesis comes in.

A Shift in Thought
In response to the increased prevalence of chronic illness,  
prevention has come into focus from all schools of 
thought. In the 1970s, Dr. Aaron Antonovsky coined the 
term “salutogenesis” as part of his work in sociology and 
medicine. Rather than focusing on pathology first, the 
priority of salutogenesis is literally “birth of health,” 
helping the individual pursue wellness mentally and 
physically with the hope of preventative health and  
overall well-being. Antonovsky stated, “The concept of 
health promotion, revolutionary in the best sense when 
first introduced, is in danger of stagnation. This is the  
case because thinking and research have not been 
exploited to formulate a theory to guide the field.” 

Shortly after Antonovsky introduced the concept, the 
School of Nursing in Salem, Massachusetts, evaluated  
the field of nursing for its ability to adapt to salutogenesis. 
The study concluded that salutogenesis “is determined  
to be explicit, comprehensible, logically congruent, and  
to have social significance, congruence and utility. We 
conclude that it is suitable for adaptation to the nursing 
milieu.” Decades later, however, salutogenesis is still not 
the primary standard. For example, it is unfortunately 
rarely used in maternity care. 

The Chiropractic Lifestyle and Salutogenic Care
The core of chiropractic care is the promotion of wellness. 
When an individual visits a chiropractor, she is likely to 
receive a holistic wellness strategy instead of a singular 
symptomatic treatment. Even the removal of vertebral  
subluxations seeks to free the body to be well before illness 
has a chance to settle in the body. This kind of whole-person P
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care is consistent with salutogenesis, promoting health as 
a preemptive strategy.

A 2014 study from the Institute of Public Health and 
Clinical Nutrition, University of Eastern Finland, found 
that metabolic issues were markedly improved when 
stress, social support, lifestyle habits, and health aware-
ness were considered in a salutogenic approach. The 
study concluded that salutogenesis should definitively 
be part of a primary-care strategy.

While the field of chiropractic came into existence 
more than 70 years before the inception of salutogen-
esis, it is clear that the principles are similar. When 
197 chiropractic practitioners were evaluated for their 
wellness program, Life University College of Chiropractic 
in Marietta, Georgia, found that the salutogenic approach 
led to decreased risk factors for diabetes, cardiovascular 
issues, metabolic disorders and even cancer. 

Chiropractic adjustments sometimes focus on reac-
tive care to neck or back pain, but chiropractors attend to 
the whole person. Wellness checks ensuring that there 
are no subluxations often prevent pain, but the ultimate 
goal of the adjustment is to improve overall health with 
a properly functioning nervous system. Additionally, 
the consultation during the visit often serves to provide 
wellness counseling for the promotion of health and the 
so-called “chiropractic lifestyle” as a whole. 

The medical community might not be immersed 
in salutogenesis, but more and more, individuals 
desire that kind of holistic, integrative wellness care. 
Consumers have access to more information than ever 
before, and they are learning how to take responsibil-
ity for their own health. Consequently, the pursuit of 
complementary care is growing. 

Victoria Maizes, M.D., explored this in the report 
“Integrative Medicine and Patient-Centered Care” in 2009: 

Initially driven by consumer demand, the atten-
tion integrative medicine places on understanding 
whole persons and assisting with lifestyle change 
is now being recognized as a strategy to address 
the epidemic of chronic diseases bankrupting our 
economy…. A primary health partner who knows 
the patient well, is able to address mind, body, and 
spiritual needs, and coordinates care with the help 
of a team of practitioners is at the centerpiece. 

Chiropractors are leading the way in becoming one 
of the patient’s primary health partners, and we hope to 
see the rest of the medical field follow suit. It is time for 
healthcare providers to join hands with patients to walk 
together toward a new beginning of healthcare, and 
well-care, for us all. 

Eric L. Zielinski, D.C., has devoted his life to natural 

health and wellness for over a decade. Inspired by the 

timeless principles in the Bible, Dr. Z’s mission is to 

provide people with simple, evidence-based tools that 

they need to achieve the Abundant Life. Formally 

trained as a chiropractor and public-health researcher, 

Dr. Z’s primary interests are in natural healthcare and empowering life 

strategies. He and his wife Sabrina live in Atlanta with their three 

children, Esther, Isaiah and Elijah. You can follow Dr. Z on his website, 

DrEricZ.com. View article resources and author information here: 

pathwaystofamilywellness.org/references.html.
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         TRIAL  
             of  LABOR

By Elliot Berlin, D.C. • Photos courtesy of Trial of Labor

U p until the early 1900s, 
there was no good option for 
delivering high-risk births 
that would be safe for both 
the mother and baby. Joseph 
Lister’s use of carbolic acid as 
an antiseptic during surgery 

paved the way for surgical deliveries in which both the 
mother and baby were likely to survive. 

Additional procedural innovations led to a rise in 
cesarean deliveries that in 1916 led Dr. Edwin Cragin, an 
obstetrician, to write a paper called “Conservatism in 
Obstetrics,” in which he termed the cesarean operation 
“radical obstetric surgery.” He urged his colleagues to 
practice sound obstetrics to avoid having to resort to 
cesareans. The famous “once a cesarean, always a cesar-
ean” phrase came in the final paragraph of the article, 
and clearly was meant to emphasize that one of the risks 
of a primary cesarean is that repeat operations might 
be required. Interestingly, Cragin went on to point out 

that there were many exceptions to this rule, including 
one of his own patients who had delivered three babies 
vaginally after cesarean without difficulty.

There is no doubt that the advent of safe cesareans 
has and will continue to save countless high-risk moth-
ers and babies during childbirth. However, the overuse 
of medical interventions, especially in low-risk cases, 
can only lead to more harm than good. 

As a prenatal chiropractor of nearly a dozen years, 
I see countless women each day who want to avoid 
unwanted, unnecessary cesareans, or would like to try 
for a vaginal birth after cesarean (VBAC). Some of these 
women go on to have their dream births, while others 
are disappointed or worse. I’ve seen women devastated 
by their “inability” to birth naturally, saying that they 
feel like less of a woman because of it. It makes me 
extremely frustrated, because I know that many of these 
women’s cesareans were not medically necessary—and, 
of course, because in no way does a cesarean birth make 
someone less of a woman or mother. 
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One major contributing factor is the mismatch of pro-
viders with patients. In many countries, low-risk preg-
nancies are managed and cared for by midwives, with 
highly trained obstetricians only stepping in should a 
medical need or signs of greater risk become apparent. In 
the United States, the overwhelming majority of low-risk 
pregnancies are still managed by surgeons, who are not 
even present for most of the labor process. We do have 
low-risk pregnancy and labor specialists in this country; 
they are called midwives, and they practice both in and 
out of the hospital setting. Unfortunately, many women 
don’t know that having a midwife attend their birth is an 
option, and in many parts of the U.S., it’s not. 

The World Health Organization recommends that the 
caesarean section rate should not be higher than 10 to 15 
percent. In 2012, the U.S. cesarean rate was 32.8 percent. 
Why are we performing so many cesareans, including 
many that are not medically indicated? 

According to Consumer Reports, at one Los Angeles 
hospital almost 55 percent of women anticipating low-
risk deliveries end up birthing via cesarean. (A woman 
who hasn’t had a prior cesarean, is not delivering pre-
maturely, and is carrying a single baby who is properly 
positioned is considered low-risk for labor.) Another  
Los Angeles hospital’s rate of cesarean delivery for low-
risk labor was just 14 percent, while at another hospital 
28 miles away, it was only 11 percent. 

This disparity in cesarean rates between different 
nearby hospitals suggests that our high cesarean rate 
is not due to health-related factors alone, such as a low-
lying placenta or rising blood pressure, but rather due to 
the policies of individual obstetricians and hospitals.

In 2010, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) held 
a conference on VBACs that should have turned the 
“VBAC ban”—a refusal of some hospitals or doctors to 
allow vaginal births for women who have previously had 
a caesarian—on its head. “Overall, the major benefit of 

trial of labor is the 74 percent likelihood of VBAC and 
avoidance of multiple cesarean deliveries,” their final 
statement read. “We are concerned about the barriers 
that women face in gaining access to clinicians and 
facilities that are able and willing to offer trial of labor.” 

The American College of Obstetricians and 
Gynecologists (ACOG) responded to the NIH confer-
ence’s findings with a position paper that states “at-
tempting a VBAC is a safe and appropriate choice for 
most women who have had a prior cesarean delivery, 
including for some women who have had two previous 
cesareans.” This statement was a major reversal, as it 
was two statements from ACOG in the past that had 
resulted in the so-called “VBAC ban.” 

Despite these position papers, there has been little 
practical change in terms of choice. There are still 
doctors, hospitals and entire states where it’s nearly 
impossible to get a trial of labor or a VBAC. This is not 
just an absence of choice—it is actively forcing women 
into surgery. That’s just not something we should be 
doing in the U.S. 

A successful VBAC avoids major abdominal surgery, 
lowers a woman’s risk of hemorrhage and infection, and 
shortens postpartum recovery. The rate of complications 
in the mother or baby are similar in VBACs and repeat 
cesareans, although the risks are different. 

Women who have had a cesarean are also considered 
to be at greater risk than women who haven’t; when they 
plan to have another child, they often find their birth 
options are limited further. There are also risks, such as 
placenta accreta, which go up dramatically with each 
subsequent cesarean. 

Time and time again I’ve heard the same things from 
my patients—“The nurses laughed at my birth plan,” or 
“Nobody seemed to care what I wanted. I was pushed 
into the operating room crying and yelling, ‘No.’” I began 
to think about ways to get the word out about the truth 
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about natural childbirth vs. caesarean. For years, I’ve 
been working on what I call the Informed Pregnancy 
Project, empowering new and expectant parents to make 
informed choices about their pregnancies, labors and de-
liveries and ensuring they feel supported in those choices. 

A few years back I had four patients in my prenatal 
chiropractic practice who were due around the same 
time, each one planning a VBAC. I called the husband 
of a former patient, film director Robert Humphreys, 
and we immediately got out the cameras to follow the 
obstacles and victories along each woman’s individual 
path to labor. We didn’t have a game plan, but somehow 
we captured four compelling stories about four incred-
ible women. We have now finished a documentary about 
the women’s journeys called Trial of Labor. 

What is a trial of labor? It’s a planned attempt to labor 
by a woman who has previously undergone a cesarean 
delivery and desires a subsequent vaginal delivery. If 
she’s successful, it’s called a VBAC. If the trial does not 
succeed, a repeat cesarean will be performed. 

Or, as one of the women in our documentary says, 
“Trial of labor, to me, means to be allowed the freedom to 
trust your body and experience what your body is doing.” 

The women we followed came from all walks of life, 
but they shared some common experiences and feelings. 

All felt that they didn’t know enough about birth and 
their options before they went into their first labors, and 
some felt misinformed by their doctors. All were unhappy 
to end with a cesarean delivery or deliveries and felt de-
termined to achieve a natural birth this next time around. 

Some of the women experienced a strong disconnect 
between the cesarean and their personal ideas of birth—
so strong that nearly all the women used the word “sur-
real” to describe the experience. One said, “I couldn’t see 
it; I wasn’t a part of it. When he was born he flipped him 
over the curtain to where I could see ‘it’s a boy,’ and off 
he went; they took him away. I just got to see a glimpse 
of him, just for a moment. It was pretty sad.” 

The women all felt some sense of shame about their 
cesarean births. One said, “I felt embarrassed, ashamed, 
I felt guilty for not having been there and aware of my 
son’s birth. It was really hard. I’m still dealing with that.” 

Determined never to feel those feelings of shame,  
regret and anger again, each of the four women was 
intent on having a VBAC. They all planned to use mini-
mal or no pain management and to choose the setting 
where they would feel most comfortable giving birth—
in a hospital, a birthing center or at home. 

Several of the women experienced difficulty finding 
doctors or midwives and hospitals and birth centers that 
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would support their choice to attempt a trial of labor 
during their pregnancies. Some were told that no doctor 
or hospital would allow a trial of labor—especially the 
two women in the documentary who’d had two prior 
cesareans. Yet all the women were extremely proactive 
and were eventually able to find care providers willing to 
“allow” them a trial of labor.

One documentary participant felt sure she knew why 
doctors are so willing to go for repeat cesareans instead 
of allowing a trial of labor: “It’s simple for them to sched-
ule you, and do a procedure that takes them 20 minutes. 
Lay you on a table, cut you open, deliver your baby, 
they’re done. [Otherwise they have] to wait for you to go 
through your process of labor and delivery. They want 
to put a time constraint on labor itself; they want to put 
a time constraint on pushing. Not all women have their 
babies within 20 minutes. Not all women push for two 
hours and have a child. It’s different for every woman.” 

It’s true that there can be financial incentive for 
doctors to order more cesareans—they usually receive 
equal or greater pay for them compared to assisting in a 
natural birth, and a cesarean is generally a much faster 
and predictable process for a doctor than delivering a 
baby vaginally. As for the hospital, the bill can double or 
triple with a cesarean. 

Even faced with the chance that all their efforts could 
still result in a repeat caesarean, the women still felt 
their journey toward a trial of labor was important in 
their healing process from previous caesarean births. 

What astonished me was the lengths each woman 
was willing to go to in order to achieve her dream of a 
trial of labor—a dream that should be much more read-
ily accessible and offered routinely to mothers who’ve 
had a previous cesarean. When these four mothers were 
told they had no choice but to deliver via a repeat cesar-
ean, they didn’t flinch. Instead, they went off in search 
of information and resources that could help them have 
the birth experience they’d always wanted. 

My hope for the future is that it won’t be so hard to 
find a provider who is willing to support a trial of labor. 
I’d like to see a future where VBACs will be discussed as 
a routine option in doctor’s offices, and pregnant women 
won’t have to look far and wide for care providers who 
will allow them the trial of labor they desire so greatly. 
All women are different—some happily opt for elective 
caesareans, after all—but by respecting each woman’s 
individual choice and allowing her to go with her gut 
instincts, I believe we’ll see happier, healthier mothers 
and babies. 

Or as one of the documentary participants put it,  
“I just think there are so many good reasons to try.” 
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Elliot Berlin, D.C., has been a prenatal chiropractor 

for almost 12 years. He is the founder of the Berlin 

Wellness Group, with four locations in Los Angeles 

and recognition as an “award-winning practice”  

by the Doulas Association of Southern California 

(DASC.) He is also the creator of the Informed 

Pregnancy Project, which aims to educate the public about choices  

in pregnancy and childbirth with free resources, videos and podcasts. 

He is executive producer of the new birth documentary Trial of Labor. 
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Fathers Present at Birth

By Patrick M. Houser

I
n 1952, British author, anthropologist and 
humanitarian Ashley Montagu wrote: “Women 
are the mothers of humanity; do not let us ever 
forget that or underemphasize its importance. 
What mothers are to their children, and to oth-

ers, so will men be to men. Women must assume the full 
birthright of motherhood.” 

Each of us spent nine months inside the body of a 
woman. We were influenced by her emotional, hormonal 
and physical environment. We then shared our birth 
with her and had a collective experience of it and our first 
months of life outside the womb. All of this we recorded 
in our minds, bodies and emotions. In part, this is the 
context of Ashley Montagu’s statement from his ground-
breaking book, The Natural Superiority of Women, and 
midwives play an important role in this manifestation.

Well-trained and well-supported midwives, who 
trust birth, are a crucial and irreplaceable component 
for a healthy society. It is midwives who need to have a 

leading role in birth, and by doing so serve humanity as 
a whole. The primary role of a midwife is to be of service 
to parents, and by proxy babies, during the most impor-
tant period in an individual’s and a family’s life.

I write in support of normality at birth. When I 
looked up that word, what I found was: routine, regular 
and ordinary. While I do appreciate the context in which 
we use that word, I tend to think of birth as profound, 
moving, sacred or even ecstatic.

So you may be wondering what a man, particularly 
an American man, is doing working in the field of birth. 
My passion for birth was ignited by the births of my two 
children. The first, in 1976, was a significant challenge for 
my whole family and awakened my need to know more. 

In contrast, I received my second son from his mother 
underwater after a 90-minute labor. It was 1980, and 
this was the first documented water birth in the United 
States. I have supported numerous births since.  
I have listened and learned from birth and birthing 
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mothers and fathers. I listened to mothers’ timing and  
I learned to not to fix what does not need fixing. All 
fathers need to learn these lessons. They also need to  
be supported to feel safe with birth, and midwives play  
a valuable role in this. When I consider birth, I look  
at the entire primary time, from conception through 
the first postnatal year. I work to support parents and 
childbirth professionals as they move toward a more 
satisfying experience of the birthing time. Part of that  
is my Fathers-To-Be Handbook. 

The family has just come through the most transfor-
mative era in history. In 1975, fathers spent an average 
of 15 minutes a day with their children. By 1995, it was 
2 hours. That is an increase of 800 percent. During this 
same timeframe, fathers’ attendance at the births of 
their children rose from small numbers to nearly 90 
percent. These renovations in the family have occurred 
almost entirely without societal support. There have 
been virtually no gender-specific dad’s classes available 
to assist men in their understanding of, or integra-
tion into, the birthing process. Recent research from 
Australia documents the importance of gender-specific 
information for mothers and fathers. 

In addition, birth professionals and educators have 
not been provided with support for this cultural shift. 
How many midwives have had a class during their 
training called, “Fathers-To-Be 101…What to Do with 
the Bloke in the Room”? In my opinion, this omission 
creates an unrealistic expectation on parents, as well as 
childbirth professionals, when it comes to their relation-
ships around the birthing time.

In 2006, Elmer Postle and I conceived Fathers-To-Be  
to help remedy this situation. We chose the primary time 
as the focus for our initiative. (The very beginning of my 
book says, “If she is pregnant, you already are a father. 
The baby is simply not visible yet.”) I knew I needed to  
do some research in order to feel the cultural pulse of 
fatherhood and fathers’ role in the world, so I fired up 
my trusty PC and invoked the greatest Oracle of our time, 
Google. I typed “fathers to be” into the search field, our 
cultural reference for expectant dads. 

The wizard of the Web responded to my fathers-to-be 
query with a most shocking, however honest, reply.  
“Do you mean mothers-to-be?” it asked. “No reference 
found for fathers-to-be.” Google knew I was seeking  
information about expectant parents, but had no 

reference whatsoever for the male of the species. It was 
like I had misspelled my query, or worse, that no such 
person existed. The truth, however, is that society has 
not been embracing expectant fathers. 

As I explored this phenomenon further, I discovered 
that virtually all websites, as well as printed literature 
regarding such topics as pregnancy, birth, childbirth 
education, government policies, hospitals, conferences 
and, yes even midwifery and doulas, were the same. 
The one thing they all had in common, almost without 
exception, was that they neglected to use the word father. 

Some of these important information sources, for 
parents and professionals, alluded to fathers by using 
euphemisms such as “the rest of the family,” “other 
family members” and “birth partners” (who could, of 
course, be various people). They were neglecting half 
of the birthing family, and as such, denying a father’s 
experience by not naming him or inviting him into the 
richness of their resources. I contacted U.K. Independent 
Midwives regarding the absence of the word father on 
their website. They were most gracious and receptive, 
and within a very short time had included fathers in 
their materials. I repeated this exercise countless times. 

Research shows that unless the word father or dad 
is used, a man will tend to not include himself. Please 
consider: How can a man find himself in this incredibly 
female world of birth unless he feels welcome? 

By now, Google has upgraded its feedback. Check 
it out for yourself. Some progress has been made, but 
more is needed. I encourage everyone to scrutinize your 
websites, literature, policies and procedures to see if you 
think fathers will feel welcome and included when look-
ing to support their new families. 

The result of this state of affairs is that our families, 
and ultimately society, are operating under a handicap. 
I see midwives and doulas as a bridge for the family—a 
viaduct between the highly challenging and medicalized 
environment mothers and fathers find themselves in, and 
the love parents are aiming to give and receive as their 
child and family is being born. Mothers and fathers are 
doing it together. In addition, for the majority of mothers, 
a significant key for her successful pregnancy, birth and 
breastfeeding is the care provided by the father.

Midwives have historically been an essential part of 
birthing culture worldwide. In the U.S., midwifery is 
often looked at with skepticism at best, and considered 
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witchery at worst. For 16 years I lived in the U.K., which 
recognizes the value of women, supporting them during 
this most important time; midwives are the primary care-
givers in the majority of births. I believe midwives could 
be an important element of helping to integrate fathers, 
the missing link in the family support system. I also think 
all midwifery, childbirth-educator and doula training 
courses and continuing education programs would do 
well to incorporate significant elements of fathers’ aware-
ness into their curriculum. Fathers-To-Be provides these 
consulting and training services, worldwide. 

A father’s participation during birth can be highly 
advantageous for the laboring mother. When a couple’s 
relationship is loving and its sanctity preserved and sup-
ported, they are a virtual oxytocin generator. However, 
fathers can also be a significant impediment if they are 
ill-prepared, do not understand or embrace their role, or 
are afraid. Gender-specific educational programs for ex-
pectant dads, father to father, are a crucial and necessary 
element for ensuring strong and lasting foundations for 
a family’s structure and legacy.

The midwives and doulas I know practice whole-
family support. They give loving attention during the 
birthing time when and where it is needed, for mothers 
and fathers. I salute them.

Our children are our future. How they are gestated, 
birthed and nurtured during their first months will 
impact their entire lifetime and, ultimately, our culture. 
Aren’t we all here for the same reason? Isn’t it the chil-
dren who got us here? Aren’t they the reason those of us 
in the birth care field do what we do? 

Birth-care professionals are among ever-increasing 
numbers of those who know the value and importance 
of choosing to bring our children into a world filled with 
love, gentleness and support—a sense of sacredness  
and freedom.

As Ashley Montagu wrote in 1952, “Midwives are  
serving humanity. Let us ever remember that and 
celebrate its importance. What midwives are to mothers 
and fathers, so will parents be to their children…and their 
children. We must all assume our full birthright of serving  
our children, and the future of humanity, in love.” 

Patrick M. Houser is a grandfather and father of two 

sons. The birth of his first son revealed to him the need 

to understand birth more fully; Patrick’s second son’s 

arrival, in 1980, was the first documented water birth 

in the United States. These experiences have formed 

his life’s work and led him to decades of passionate 

advocacy for birth choices. Patrick has a degree in 

marketing, has owned a natural health center, and for 

10 years owned and ran a construction firm in Austin, 

Texas. He is the director of The Source Foundation 

International, a U.K. registered charity that promotes 

health and choice from pre-conception through birth 

and throughout life. Patrick is also a speaker, writes articles and is the 

author of the Fathers-To-Be Handbook. In 2008 he began holding Study 

Days for birthcare/early parenting professionals, the missing link in their 

professional training. View article resources and author information here: 

pathwaystofamilywellness.org/references.html. Watch his video interview 

on our YouTube channel: youtube.com/pathwaysconnect. ©
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THE VITAL FIRST  
Adjustment
By Madison Snevily, D.C.

T
he baby was born without respiration or 
a heartbeat. There are moments in one’s 
life where time seems to slow down and 
you truly do experience an out-of-body 
sensation. There were so many things  
going on around me, but all I could do 

was stare at the small, seemingly lifeless form. 
I remember the midwives were unbelievably calm, 

working quickly and professionally to administer oxy-
gen to the baby. I felt such awe and respect for those two 
women; the baby couldn’t have been in more capable 
hands. I remember the head midwife, Monica, looked 
up and locked eyes with me. “Call 911 in case we need 
to transfer the baby and mom to the hospital,” she said. 
The medical center was a two-minute drive away.

The phone call was quick and to the point, and as 
I hung up the phone and returned to the birth room I 
heard the most magical sound: The baby gave a feeble 
cry. Monica picked up the little baby boy and placed him 
skin to skin on his mother’s breast. Yet the room was still 
filled with tension. Was the baby completely OK?

Before I get to my role in this story, let me back up 
a little. Katie (the baby’s mother) had been in labor for 
several hours and was having great difficulties. Her baby, 
Ethan, had what is known as shoulder dystocia, which 
basically means his shoulder had become stuck on the 
pubic bone as he was going through the birth canal. This 
happens in about 1 in 200 births. He also happened to 
have the umbilical cord wrapped around his neck, which 
happens in 1 in every 3 births. This combination led to 
decreased oxygen and sent his entire system into shock.

Due to the midwives’ diligence in monitoring both 
mom and baby, they became aware of the severity of the 
situation as soon as the baby went into distress, and they 
were about to act accordingly. I truly admire the amazing 
women of this profession, who are so in tune with the 
human body’s needs. They treat birth as a natural part of 
life, but are there to use their expertise if necessary. 

I was also impressed by how quickly the EMTs 
responded, and how they stood on call, ready to help at a 
moment’s notice but not trying to control the situation. 
I knew that I wanted a midwife at my own children’s 
births, but it became evident then how important it is 
to know your midwife’s working relationship with the 

surrounding hospitals in case the birth becomes an 
emergency and a transfer is necessary. 

I will also be sure there is a chiropractor at my birth. 
(Now we’ve come full circle, back to my role.) Of course,  
I am biased, since my husband and I are chiropractors, 
but here is my testimony to our profession’s importance 
in childbirth: 

When baby Ethan was placed on his mom’s chest, his 
breathing was still uneven, his color blue, and his cries 
weak. As the midwife checked his vitals, she shook her 
head and told the EMT standing by not to leave yet. Then 
she looked at me and I nodded. I asked Katie and her 
husband, Ben, if I could adjust baby Ethan. Ben squeezed 
his wife’s shoulder and they jokingly reminded me that 
that’s why I was there. (It was such an inspiration to see 
this strong couple keep up their sense of humor with 
everything going on.) 

Keeping Ethan skin-to-skin on his mother, I carefully 
checked his spine. It was evident he had several cervical 
(neck) and thoracic (upper back) subluxations—spinal 
joint misalignments. These were most likely caused due 
to the trauma of his birth. Despite all the activity still 
going on around me, I suddenly became very calm. It 
was just baby Ethan and me; the whole rest of the world 
faded away. Using practiced fingers and clinical knowl-
edge I gently adjusted Ethan’s little spine. The areas of 
his thoracic spine that were restricted had direct nerve 
supply to his heart and lungs. Immediately after his ad-
justment, Monica checked his vitals. The look of concen-
tration left her face and she smiled broadly. “Everything 
is OK,” she told us. “All of his vitals are normal!”

With the interference (the subluxation) to the 
nervous system removed, Ethan’s body was able to self-
regulate, resulting in balance within his body. This is the 
power of an adjustment, and why it’s important to have a 
chiropractor at your baby’s birth. Neither mom nor baby 
had any serious complications (mom had minor tearing) 
from this potentially devastating birth experience. Both 
were adjusted again two days later. 

Ethan’s story is a reminder to all parents-to-be the 
importance of having a good birth team, one that works 
together with the mom’s and baby’s best interest at heart.

Happy first birthday, baby Ethan. Thanks to you and 
your parents for letting me be a part of your story. You 
will always hold a special place in my heart.  

Dr. Madison (Snevily) Grzeszkowiak graduated from Parker College of 
Chiropractic in Dallas, where she specialized in applied kinesiology, 
chiropractic for children, women’s overall health support, neuro-emotional 
work, and nutrition. She is also certified in Webster’s technique—a gentle 
adjusting style for pregnancy. She has spent much time abroad volunteering  
at health clinics, enjoys numerous athletic activities (she was a D1 college 
athlete), and assisting with childbirth as an experienced doula. She  
firmly believes health comes from a physically, mentally and nutritionally  
balanced life. View article resources and author information here:  
pathwaystofamily wellness.org/references.html. P
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“ Happy Birthday, Ethan!  

A year ago there was a  

moment where we didn’t 

know if you would be  

joining us in this world; 

today, one year later,  

your little smile brightens 

up the room.”



success

breastfeeding
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C H I ROP R AC T IC F OR L IF E

Nurture the Nervous System, 
Nourish the Baby

How Chiropractic Supports Breastfeeding
By Sarah Clark



W
e all know the benefits of 
breastfeeding for a new-
born, but we also must not 
underestimate the joy and 
emotional well-being that 
follow when a mother is able 

to feed her infant as planned and find empowerment 
through her own natural ability. Yet far too many women 
suffer from unexplained pain, latch problems and even 
infection when they attempt to breastfeed, one of the 
most natural things in the world. This overwhelming 
pain and trouble when a woman is at her most sensitive 
can cause the early cessation of the nursing relationship 
and considerable emotional turmoil. This not only re-
sults in disappointment for the mom, but also an infant 
who misses out on the very best in early nutrition. 

While education regarding breastfeeding is widely 
available, and hospitals and doctors often try to support 
this effort, we see many breastfeeding relationships 
end before the six-month mark. The Centers for Disease 
Control reports that 77 percent of infants are breastfeeding 
right after birth, but by six months of age only 49 percent 
continue. There are many 
things that can be done 
to increase breastfeeding 
rates, and chiropractic is 
one of them.

Inability to latch, 
refusal to nurse on one 
side, pain, and fussiness 
on the part of the baby 
are often the beginning of 
the end when it comes to 
breastfeeding. The answer 
to these problems is generally ignored by medicine. 
Yet, chiropractic adjustment of the infant and mother 
has been found to be an effective, painless, relatively 
inexpensive, quick, and safe solution to many common 
breastfeeding problems. Not only does a proper adjust-
ment of the newborn by a well-trained, ICPA-certified 
chiropractor often alleviate these problems, but relief is 
frequently found after just one visit. 

Breastfeeding Success 
We must begin to listen to mothers who have found 
success because of chiropractic. Theryssa Gossman, a 
mother of two and a Birth Boot Camp childbirth educa-
tor in Memphis, had this to say about chiropractic:

My newborn daughter wouldn’t nurse on the right 
side and I developed mastitis before I knew what the 
problem was. I took her to get adjusted and they told 
me she was out of alignment and it was causing her 
discomfort to lie on her left side. Our chiropractor 
adjusted her and she started nursing like a champ…
for 32 months!

Just one adjustment enabled her child to empty the 
breast properly so that she could get adequate nutrition 
for her growth and development.

Suzanne Brown reports very typical nursing problems 
in her story:

My daughter wouldn’t nurse at all after she was born. 
She would latch, suck maybe three or four times, and 
then stop, and wouldn’t try again for several hours. A 
chiropractor came to our house when she was about 
24 hours old to adjust her, and she immediately began 
nursing normally. She is still happily nursing at 22 
months old!

While Suzanne’s issues (ineffective and brief sucking 
that won’t empty the breast or fill the newborn) are sadly 
very common, her answer in chiropractic is one that far 
too many women never find. Instead, “bad latch” and 
“insufficient supply” are given as common scapegoats 
without looking deeper at the cause of the problem.

Taylor Barnes, another nursing mother and child-
birth educator, reported similar miraculous results:

My newborn was not 
able to nurse on the  
left side. After a sugges-
tion from my midwife,  
I took him to a chiro-
practor. He was able 
to nurse normally on 
both sides immediately 
afterward in the chiro-
practor’s office!

Many mothers have found that chiropractic adjust-
ment of their newborns not only improved their nursing 
relationship, but made it possible at all. Chiropractic is  
a powerful tool in achieving a happy and healthy breast-
feeding relationship.

When New Issues Arise
The above success stories are from first-time moms,  
but employment of chiropractic doesn’t just help  
those new to the challenges of breastfeeding. Allison 
Record, a mother of five (and one of the rare and incred-
ible women who has achieved a vaginal birth after three 
cesarean sections) reported that chiropractic was instru-
mental in helping her breastfeed her fifth child. 

Our amazing chiropractor, Dr. Kristen, made a house 
call within an hour of my little one’s birth last spring. 
After an adjustment, my baby girl was so much more 
relaxed and better able to learn to nurse.

Thankfully, that first adjustment just after birth 
helped this mom-and-baby team get a good start. 

breastfeeding

chiropracTic adjusTmenT of The  
infanT and moTher has been found 

To be an effecTive, painless,  
relaTively inexpensive, quick,  

and safe solution to many  
common breastfeeding problems. 
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However, one adjustment isn’t always enough. 
Allison noticed more issues popping up later: 

I took her to my chiropractor, who found that 
her jaw was off, among other things, including 
tight frenula (the connective tissue under the tongue 
and where the lips attach to the gums). A visit with 
the best lactation consultant in our area confirmed 
that my baby had a lip tie and posterior tongue tie 
that were causing our difficulties. She recommended 
continuing to see our chiropractor every week or two 
while we waited to get in with the doctor who does a 
procedure to release the tongue and lip tie with a laser.

In this case, Allison found that additional interven-
tions might be necessary in order to save the breast-
feeding relationship, but chiropractic was still an 
invaluable asset and useful in putting off the surgery 
until it was available. 

It was my chiropractor that helped me decide to go 
ahead with the appointment for the “frenectomy,” 
and it was the right choice. Chiropractic really helped 
make our breastfeeding relationship successful, both 
before and after the procedure. I’m so glad I don’t 
have to find out what our experience might have been 
without competent chiropractic care for my little one 
as we tried to navigate her tongue- and lip-tie issues 
during those first seven weeks. In the following six 
weeks, my exclusively breastfed baby girl gained more 
than 3 pounds and learned to nap. You should see her 
cute, chunky legs!

Even when chiropractic isn’t enough, it should 
be accessed before other, more extreme measures. 
Chiropractic care can help assist the family in meeting 
their breastfeeding goals even if it must be combined 
with other professional help. A trusted chiropractor  
who truly supports breastfeeding can give invaluable 
guidance during these important early days. 

Why Chiropractic Helps
Why is it that chiropractic works so well in removing 
common breastfeeding stumbling blocks? Nicole Piazza 
Lederman, an ICPA-certified chiropractor practicing in 
Waterloo, Ontario, and former associate professor at 
Parker University’s College of Chiropractic, explains it 
this way:

Chiropractic helps for several reasons. First, in 
the newborn or preemie, the baby may have a 
weak suck reflex due to interference in the nervous 
system, especially at the level of the upper cervical 

spine. This can be caused by immaturity in the 
nervous system, in the case of the preemie, or by 
subluxation of the joints in the upper cervical spine 
due to birth trauma. Even in “good” hospital births, 
the head and neck are usually “managed” as the 
baby exits the birth canal and when the shoulders 
are delivered. This often results in some pulling 
and stretching of the tissues and joints in the neck. 
This type of birth trauma can cause a sprain/strain 
injury to the joints of the neck in addition to a 
subluxation complex.

Breastfeeding problems can also be caused by 
different cranial faults or slight misalignments 
in the cranial bones. This can again be due to the 
management of the head as the baby exits the birth 
canal. This can also be caused by the position of 
the baby in utero as well as prolonged or protracted 
labors, especially where vacuum or forceps have 
been used. In my experience, these babies will go 
to the breast and feed for a minute or two, but are 
fussy and come off the breast as they cannot get a 
good latch. 

Most often I find that these babies have misalign-
ment in the temporal mandibular joint, a fault at the 
frontal parietal articulation, as well as having an 
inferior palate on the same side as the TMJ sublux-
ation. Once correcting this complex, you can test 
the sucking reflex by placing a finger in the baby’s 
mouth; you’ll find that the sucking reflex is better co-
ordinated and much stronger. Moms are so relieved 
and grateful to be able to breastfeed their babies.

C H I ROP R AC T IC F OR L IF Esuccess
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chiropracTic doesn’T jusT make iT  
easier for The baby To comforTably 
nurse—it also makes the mother  
more capable by optimizing her  
nerve system and nursing effectively.

Sarah Clark has long been passionate and outspoken 

about the joy and beauty involved in natural birth. 

She has taught natural birth classes since 2008 and 

has had four natural births. Sarah is probably best 

known for her active work on her natural birth  

and mothering blog, Mama Birth. She has been 

published in several natural birth magazines and is a regular 

contributor on the Mothering blog. As part of the Birth Boot Camp 

advisory board (birthbootcamp.com), Sarah helps train teachers on  

the art of communicating natural birth knowledge and develops 

content for teachers and students. View article resources and author 

information here: pathwaystofamilywellness.org/references.html.

Mothers and chiropractors are not the only ones who 
recognize the powerful and positive role that chiroprac-
tic can have on the nursing relationship. International 
Board Certified Lactation Consultants (IBCLCs) are also 
beginning to take note. Mellanie Sheppard, an IBCLC  
in the Fort Worth, Texas, area, says this, echoing many of 
Dr. Lederman’s thoughts. 

A long, difficult birth, a very fast birth, a vacuum- or 
forceps-assisted birth, or a cesarean birth may create 
tightness or tension in the neck, jaw or shoulders, 
which in turn can create some dysfunctional sucking 
patterns. A dysfunctional suck can cause breastfeeding 
to be inefficient for baby and can create pain for mom. 
Chiropractic care can relieve this tightness and tension 
and result in better breastfeeding with less pain.

When a lesson on how to latch just isn’t enough to 
make breastfeeding work, chiropractic care just makes 
sense in correcting the deeper physiological causes of 
nursing difficulty. Helping the body function properly 
through a chiropractic adjustment does so much more 
than alleviate back pain.

Optimizing Mom’s Nerve System
Betsy Taylor, a chiropractor in the Dallas/Ft. Worth area 
for the last 18 years explains beautifully that chiropractic 
doesn’t just make it easier for the baby to comfortably 
nurse—it also makes the mother more capable by  
optimizing her nerve system and nursing effectively.

Chiropractic affects the nerve system through the 
musculoskeletal system. By removing interference 
in the communication flow from breasts to brain, 
quality function is achieved. This may include 
supply, reversing clogged ducts, or even promote 
healing from mastitis. 

Another big plus is mother’s comfort. The 
spinal focus during pregnancy (for comfort and 
function) is usually the low back and pelvis. 

Postnatal, it is the mid-back portion of the spine, 
usually from posture and holding the baby while 
looking down for long periods. 

Being mother to a newborn includes some 
stressful times. A healthy, high-functioning spine 
aids Mama in handling stress.

While we tend to think of the infant and mother as 
totally separate entities, in truth they are intimately con-
nected. Restoring the full function of the maternal nervous 
system helps not just the mother, but her child as well.

A Needed Solution
How many women have we seen who stop breastfeeding 
for valid reasons? Of those who wish to breastfeed, many 
still run into stumbling blocks that make it difficult and 
sometimes even impossible. A relationship that can and 
should be joyful is made a trial. 

Lactation consultant Pamela K. Wiggins wrote, 
“Breastfeeding is a mother’s gift to herself, her baby and 
the earth.” Yet this immeasurable gift is often lost before 
it even gets off the ground. Chiropractic is powerful in 
making breastfeeding possible for so many people. We 
must not ignore this solution. With so many babies born 
via traumatic births and so many infants missing out 
on breastfeeding, we cannot underestimate the positive 
change that chiropractic is capable of making for women, 
their children and the world. 

breastfeeding
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By Jenna Robertson

M
oms and food go together.  
We imagine moms making 
chocolate-chip cookies for an 
after-school snack. The stereo-
type of the Jewish or Italian 
mother, encouraging even their 

grown children to eat more, holds true for mothers of 
many different ethnicities. Cooking food is how they 
show their love for you; eating more of what they cook 
is proof that you love them. In some families, dads and 
food go together, too. Food is not just about calories 
and fuel for our bodies. Many complex messages go 
into the bowl along with the soup.

We have a particularly full-figured cat. He was large 
when we adopted him from the shelter and, despite all 
my efforts, he is still 20 pounds of food-fixated feline. 
Sometimes, when he is staring hopefully at me, sitting 

attentively by his bowl, I sing him a song: “Love is better 
than food/Love is better than food/Love is better than/Love 
is better than/Love is better than food.” But for him, and for 
many people, food is love.

I have watched people making my children food: 
special treats, family recipes, or something they are 
positive my children will not only like, but love. When 
my children do not like this food that was specially 
prepared for them, the cooks take it personally. They 
are disappointed, but it is more than that—they feel 
rejected because their offering has been rejected. Even 
if the person rejecting the food is 3 years old. Even if the 
person rejecting the food does so politely.

Food is personal. It is entangled with our culture, our 
childhoods and our memories, happy and sad. In a world 
that can feel big and scary, food can be a comfort. We eat 
foods in the hope of preventing terrible diseases, and we 
avoid foods because we believe they will cause us harm. 
For some people, food is the focus of their fanaticism. 

FOOD as LOVE

N U T R I T ION
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Food is also social: It brings people 
together and is shared at celebra-
tions and holidays of all types. For 
people who live with serious aller-
gies or celiac disease, living a safe 
and healthy life among others can 
be challenging and even dangerous.

No matter our relationship with 
food, our children are born with 
their own particular set of taste 
buds, metabolism, sensitivities and 
tolerances. They have their own 
preferences, which will expand as 
our children explore the world and 
try new things. We can try to make 
our children eat according to our 
schedule and expectations, our own 
preferences and sensitivities. We 
can try to brainwash our children 

so that they believe exactly the same things we do about 
food and nutrition and health. We can try to control and 
manipulate our children’s relationship with food. 

On the other hand, we can accept our children for who 
they are. We can respect that they are different people 
than we are, and that what, how and when they eat may 
be drastically different. We can aim to be a family of 
connected individuals in regard to food, as well. We can 
also remember that our children are going to be in the 
world, playing at friends’ houses, going to school, visiting 
relatives, and shopping in stores, and they are going to be 
exposed to a wide variety of foods, as well as a lot of differ-
ent ideas about diet and nutrition. They are going to have 
the opportunity to make choices about food, even if we 
never give them choices at home.

When we focus on our relationship with our children, 
instead of on their relationship with food—when we 
explore life, and food, alongside them as partners— 
we are available as a resource and a support system. 

When we have a relationship built on trust and connec-
tion, our children know that they can come to us and 
discuss their thoughts and ideas without being judged, 
criticized or shamed. When we can let go of our expecta-
tions, our children are free to express what foods they  
like or dislike without fear of disappointing us or being 
forced to eat something.

As parents who love our children, we want them to 
be healthy, and we often jump right from that thought to 
food. We are deeply invested in what they eat, how much 
they eat, and when they eat. Perhaps we are missing out 
on the importance of why they eat. 

Why do your kids eat what they eat? Why do they eat 
as much as they do, or when they do it? Do your kids eat 
because they’re hungry? Do they eat foods they enjoy? 
Do they eat as much or as little as feels right to them? 

Or do your kids eat because you have told them it’s 
time to eat? Do they eat foods because you told them that 
they have to, and clean their plates because they know 
they have to eat it all? Do your kids eat to please you?

When we focus on our relationship with our children, 
instead of on their relationship with food, we can share 
the joy and pleasure that food brings to our lives. We 
can share our relationship with food with our children, 
and they can share their relationship with food with 
us, exchanging ideas and experiences. Together we can 
learn and grow as a family with healthy relationships 
with food and with each other. 

Jenna Robertson is the mother of three teenage  

girls. She advocates parenting respectfully, with 

unconditional love and compassion, fully accepting 

children as the individuals they are. She also blogs 

at RaisingAllies.blogspot.com. View article resources 

and author information here: pathwaystofamily 

wellness.org/references.html.

when we can leT go of our  
expecTaTions, our children are 
free To express whaT foods They 
like or dislike without fear of 

disappointing us or being forced 

to eat something.
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A CHOICE
THERE IS

A parent’s greatest fear 
transforms into 

her most 
empowered decision 

By Cilla Whatcott, H.D., R.Hom., C.C.H. 
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L
ily was my third child. She was born in 
China, in the city of Jiujang, in Jiangxhi 
Province. She was 10 months old when  
we traveled to get her, and weighed a 
mere 10 pounds. 

Lily was beautiful. She was more like a 
newborn than a 1-year-old. She could barely hold up her 
head and was so accustomed to being heavily swaddled 
in layers of clothing that she cried when the air touched 
her skin the first time we carefully unwrapped her. 
Her tiny features were so delicate. She was as quiet as 
a mouse. She slept through the night without a peep. 
She was perfect. We bought a few yards of cotton cloth, 
which we tied in a knot and draped over my husband’s 
shoulders to create an impromptu sling. She snuggled 
inside, as content as a baby roo. 

Looking back, I can see that Lily was suffering from 
“failure to thrive,” or the lack of weight gain and physi-
cal growth that many orphans suffer when inadequately 
nurtured and underfed. Combine this with a challenged 
immune system and the trauma of leaving the familiar-
ity of the orphanage, and you have a child who is very 
vulnerable. 

Once we were home, the pediatrician suggested that 
Lily needed her vaccines; the Chinese records could not 
be trusted. Having never questioned vaccines before,  
I agreed, and Lily was given her DPT, hepatitis B, polio, 
and MMR shots. What I know now is that this amounts 
to eight separate disease agents at once, not to mention 
the additives in each injection. A chemical cocktail.

Shortly afterward, Lily’s leg swelled to twice its size. 
She became more and more agitated, crying loudly. She 
let out long, woeful shrieks, and nothing soothed her. 
Her temperature was 103° F and rising. She was clearly 
in great distress and I ran her back to the pediatrician, 
who diagnosed her with aseptic meningitis, an inflam-
mation of the membrane covering the brain and spinal 
cord. She was given IV antibiotics and her fever con-
tinued to climb to about 105° F. I tried to accept the fact 
that she might die; I spent the next 48 hours holding her 
warm, limp body and praying. 

This was in 1996 and we were living in the Marshall 
Islands. The Internet was not yet a common addition 
to every home. I did have a Merck Manual, though. First 
published in 1899, The Merck Manual of Diagnosis and 
Therapy is a concise and complete medical reference for 
doctors, medical students and healthcare professionals. 
It’s is one of the world’s most trusted medical references.

From its pages I read: “Disorders and drugs are com-
mon causes of meningitis. Disorders that most com-
monly cause meningitis include disorders that cause 
inflammation, including the inflammation that occurs 
when the body’s immune system malfunctions and 
attacks the body’s own tissues (autoimmune disorders).” 
Among the culpable drugs listed are vaccines. 

Eager for validation, back I went to the pediatrician, 
armed with my information, certain she would agree 
that I had unearthed the actual cause of Lily’s illness. 
I was sadly mistaken. She informed me with complete 
confidence and authority that there was no connection 
whatsoever to the vaccines. Completely impossible. And 
furthermore, she delivered a terse lecture on the horrors 
of children dying from communicable diseases and how 
she had seen these horrors in the field. End of conversa-
tion. I was speechless. 

Lily survived that episode, but she struggled with 
high fevers throughout her youth, and the effects of 
those struggles are still with her. In the months and 
years that followed, I underwent a total reorganization 
of my belief system. The stark realization hit me that  
no one was going to look out for my kids as I do. It was 
up to me. Others may be motivated by adherence to 
their education, dogma, pride, or even just putting in 
their eight-hour work day. My children were my 24-hour 
responsibility. They depended upon me to be there, to 
know what to do and to do it right. 

The responsibility felt overwhelming, but at the same 
time somehow empowering. I wasn’t going to trust what 
someone else told me without doing my own research 
ever again. I was through being a conventional medicine 
groupie. My choices eventually led me back to school, 
where I spent four years earning a degree in homeo-
pathic medicine. It was there that I learned more about 
how the healthy immune system operates.

What’s Immunity?
The human immune system is amazing. Think of the  
intelligence it reflects. Day in and day out it offers 
protection from viruses, bacteria, parasites and rogue 
cancer cells. It creates a balance within our biological 
economy, knowing when to mount a response with 
fever, inflammation or discharges. And it knows when 
to simply do its work silently. 

Another, more metaphysical way to view the immune 
system is as an overarching ability to accurately determine 
what is “self” and what’s “not self.” While the healthy, 
functioning immune system keeps us well physically, it 
also helps us in the ongoing process of clear boundar-
ies, development of the personality, and differentiation 
between the natural parts and processes of the body and 
foreign interference. Quite an amazing process, really. 

There is little distinction inside the womb, as the  
infant is attached by an umbilical cord to the mother. 

The sTark realizaTion hiT me ThaT  
no one was going To look ouT for 

my kids as i do. it was up to me.
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They exist as one. And Mother’s immunity continues 
to be passed on to the child after he is born through 
enzymes provided by mother’s milk. 

The birth process is the beginning of differentiation 
into a separate being. Some have conjectured that the 
first three months of life, when mother and baby are still 
so closely connected through nursing, is actually akin to 
the “fourth trimester.” The baby cries, and magically the 
breast appears. He is tired or fussy, and there is Mother 
with warmth and comfort. There continues to be very 
little differentiation between “self” and “mother.” 

Slowly, differentiation occurs. When uncomfortable, 
Baby discovers how to self soothe, perhaps with a thumb 
or by hearing soft music. He discovers siblings can be 
entertaining, or is fascinated by the family pet walking 
by. There is a world outside of himself and Mother. 

At the same time, his immune system is becoming 
accustomed to new bacteria and viruses. Whatever 
he ingests first passes the mucous membranes of his 
mouth, throat and intestines. Here is where natural im-
munity begins. These tissues contain enzymes that are 
antibacterial. If these tissues are penetrated by patho-
gens, special cells called macrophages and neutrophils 
respond to engulf and kill the pathogens. This is Baby’s 
first encounter with what his body accepts as safe and 
what is rejected as unsafe. 

Fast forward to around age 2, when Baby learns to 
say “No!” Coming into his personal power, he discerns 
that he is a separate person and can control what he wants 
and doesn’t want. He practices and practices until his 
parents almost lose their patience in the presence of junior 

exercising his ability to choose. He punctuates his new-
found free agency with frequent exclamations of “Mine!” 

This is just the beginning. The developing immune 
system continues to express itself through the matura-
tion of social and intellectual skills in the pursuit of 
complete sovereignty. Any parent of a teenager can 
attest that 16-year-olds are wildly independent in one 
moment and completely dependent the next. Every  
leap of independence is another illustration of the  
immune system determining appropriate boundaries— 
physically, intellectually and socially. 

Biologically Speaking
The biological explanation for this elegant system has 
two complementary functions: Th1 and Th2. Th1 is 
responsible for cell-mediated immunity, a response 
that does not dispatch antibodies, but instead activates 
phagocytes, antigen-specific cytotoxic T-lymphocytes, 
and the release of various cytokines in response to a 
disease substance. This enables the mounting of a fever 
in order to eliminate invaders. 

Th2 governs the antibody-mediated response, also 
called the humoral response (humor is an archaic 
medical term for body fluid). It identifies pathogens in 
the lymph fluid or blood and creates an inflammatory 
response to scavenge the offenders and eliminate them. 

These two arms need to operate in a balanced way.  
It’s essential to have an inflammatory response (Th2) in 
the event of radical invasion. It’s also necessary to have 
the constant balancing vigilance of cell-mediated (Th1) 
immunity. Working in tandem, these functions develop 

iT’s essenTial To have 
an inflammaTory  

response in The evenT 
of radical invasion.  
iT’s also necessary  

To have The consTanT  
balancing vigilance  

of cell-mediaTed  
immuniTy. working  
in tandem, these  

functions develop  
as a child matures.
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as a child matures. Nature intended for us to possess 
both functions. Think of them as the 24-hour vigilance 
patrol accompanied by the emergency response team. 

The goal of vaccines is to boost the emergency 
response (Th2) in order to enhance antibody produc-
tion. In fact, vaccines contain chemical adjuvants (from 
the Latin word meaning “to help”) that are designed to 
facilitate the production of antibodies. Unfortunately, 
these two conditions already manifest increased inflam-
matory responses. Or consider the fact that whatever 
is contained in the vaccine ingredients will also, in the 
presence of an adjuvant, be perceived by the body to be 
a trigger to increase inflammation. So the peanut oil, 
antibiotics, aluminum, formaldehyde, MSG, and other 
chemicals that many vaccines contain may also elicit  
an allergic response when encountered in a child’s 
environment or diet. 

Studies have shown us that skewing the Th1 and Th2 
responses can compromise general immunity for the sake 
of specific antibodies. A 2012 study published in the Journal 
of Infectious Diseases stated, “Being protected against 
influenza, recipients may lack temporary non-specific im-
munity that protected against other respiratory viruses.” 

It’s important to understand this complex protec-
tion from both Th1 and Th2 points of view, because true 
health is not just a matter of producing antibodies to 
specific diseases. Health occurs in human beings as a 
multifaceted process. The World Health Organization 
(WHO) defines health as “a state of complete physical, 
mental and social well-being, not merely an absence of 
disease or infirmity, with an ability to lead to a socially 
and economically productive life.”

In acute illness, we can see the relationship between 
biological illness and social, emotional and intellectual 
maturation quite clearly. When a child is sick and 
mounts a fever and has a discharge, we often see a devel-
opmental leap following resolution of the illness. Once 
well, they take a few wobbly steps, or learn to ride  

a bike, or master new words. When an older child 
resolves an illness, we can see leaps in independence  
or responsibility or problem-solving skills. Illness,  
maturation and the exercise of the immune system  
truly have an interdependent role.

Homeoprophylaxis: Another Choice
As a parent and as a healer, I take very seriously my  
commitment to “do no harm.” My deepest belief is  
that we are all motivated to heal. Healing takes place  
in a highly individualized manner. We cannot judge, 
predict or dictate how another will heal. Knowing this,  
I hold tremendous respect for others as they follow their 
individual paths. In my efforts to do no harm, and allow 
others adequate space while supporting their journey,  
I always try to choose the path of least risk. 

Every decision we make for our children has conse-
quences. Our fears far outweigh reality most of the time. 
I often tell my clients that if we possessed a crystal ball 
and could glimpse for even 10 minutes what the future 
held, we would sleep much more soundly at night. 

The choice regarding whether or not to vaccinate can 
be a complex and difficult one for parents. The CDC has 
told us that “adverse events have been reported after 
administration of all vaccines.” Thus vaccines do carry 
“unavoidable risks.” My own path has led me through 
initially vaccinating my children, experiencing a vaccine 
injury with Lily, and then investigating an alternative 
called homeoprophylaxis. 

Homeoprophylaxis has been utilized for more than 
200 years for epidemics as well as endemic contagious 
disease. The application as an alternative to the recom-
mended immunization schedule has been clinically  
studied since 1985 by Dr. Isaac Golden, Ph.D., of 
Australia. It’s a concept met with skepticism by some 
conventional medical practitioners due to lack of 
understanding. Golden is a pioneer, his studies provid-
ing emerging evidence of the effectiveness, ease and 

The inTenT of homeoprophylaxis  
is To educaTe The immune sysTem  
in a way ThaT has been clinically 
shown To reduce the incidence  
of infectious and chronic disease.
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safety of the method. His work stands as the keystone to 
future applications of homeoprophylaxis for infectious 
childhood diseases.

Homeoprophylaxis is the use of diluted and poten-
tized disease products, called “nosodes,” to elicit an 
immune response. While the original intent of vaccines 
was similarly to provide a weakened dose of the original 
disease, the most obvious difference today is the purity 
of homeopathic nosodes compared to conventional 
vaccines. Homeopathic nosodes contain no additives 
whatsoever. No antibiotics, preservatives, detergents, 
foreign DNA or unknown viruses are present. The intent 
of homeoprophylaxis is to educate the immune system 
in a way that has been clinically shown to reduce the 
incidence of infectious and chronic disease.

A very interesting finding of Golden’s work is the 
improved long-term health outcomes of using homeopro-
phylaxis for children compared to conventional vaccina-
tion. It seems that allowing exposure to the natural disease 
in energetic form carries this benefit without any of the 
risks. In regard to his findings, Golden wrote, “I would 
suggest that HP remedies stimulate the energetic immune 
response and this must lead to a maturing of the response 
in an analogous way that infection with simple diseases 
can help to mature the physical immune response.”

In other words, triggering an immune response at the 
energetic level, using homeoprophylactic remedies as 
opposed to material doses of disease antigen, plays a role 
in maturing the immune system. This is accomplished 
in a way that is similar to how nature operates in the 
developing immune system—gently and carefully, one 
disease at a time. 

I’ve gone on to use homeoprophylaxis with my own 
children and countless others whose parents are looking 
for a safe alternative. I’ve met with Golden and others 
who have successfully applied homeoprophylaxis for epi-
demics in Australia, Cuba, India and countries in South 
America. In October 2015, Golden and other practitioners 
from around the world will be gathering to present their 
findings at a conference called “Homeoprophylaxis:  
A Worldwide Choice for Disease Protection.”

In most ways I’m just like you. I care deeply about my 
children and have struggled to make the right choices in 
raising them. We spend so many years protecting them, 
teaching them, guiding them, and keeping them safe 
from all the real and imagined dangers that lie in wait. 
Regardless of our careers or interests or occupations, our 
children are always in the forefront of our minds as we 
choose what to feed them, what to teach them, and what 
to protect them from or expose them to. It’s empowering 
to know there are ways to keep our children safe that are 
natural and nontoxic.

My greatest hope is that you will research homeopro-
phylaxis as a valid approach to keeping your children safe. 
Serious study will reveal its overwhelming usefulness. 

Update: Lily is 19 now. She struggled for years with recur-
rent high fevers of around 105° F. It was as if her immune 
system was trying to gain traction but could not move 
through illness effectively. Homeopathic and chiroprac-
tic care helped immensely, and she can now mount an 
immune response and resolve illness efficiently. All that 
remains from her vaccine injury is a persistent speech 
impediment. Years of speech therapy did nothing to 
reverse damage that occurred during brain development 
and language acquisition. She has never been vacci-
nated again. Lily is now a college student and excelling 
academically; she was one of the fortunate ones. 

Cilla Whatcott, H.D., R.Hom., C.C.H., a graduate  

of Arizona State University and Northwestern 

Academy of Homeopathy, is a nationally certified 

classical homeopath. She is co-founder of Free and 

Healthy Children International, director of 

Worldwide Choice, and has an adopted family from 

around the world. She is a certified CEASE therapist, instructor of 

homeopathy at Normandale Community College, research faculty 

member of the American Medical College of Homeopathy, and 

co-author of The Solution ~ Homeoprophylaxis: The Vaccine 

Alternative. Her website is Family HomeopathyCare.com; e-mail her 

at homeopath2@comcast.net. View article resources and author 

information here: pathwaystofamilywellness.org/references.html.
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Changing our Belief about Change
By Joanna Phoenix

A 
dangerous belief in our culture is that 
we can’t change. We’ve all heard the 
disempowered statements: “He’s just 
grumpy. He can’t change that,” or “I 
will always be anxious. It’s the way I 

was born.” While we most certainly have genetic pre-
dispositions, the brains of individuals, young and old, 
can change in amazing ways.

Neuroplasticity is a fancy way of saying that our 
brains can change. We are not victims of our neurons  
or genes. We are empowered creators of our mental 
states. The erroneous belief that we are “set in stone”  
can stop people from trying to change and take away 
their responsibility. In the same way that germ theory  
altered the way we look at sanitation and hygiene, I 
think that spreading the knowledge about our brain’s 
ability to change can alter the way our culture approaches 
emotions, attitudes and values.

Changing Our Brains
Our brains are made up of billions of neurons. Neurons 
connect to one another, forming pathways that relay 
information. We learn things by forming neural con-
nections in response to associations in our everyday 
experiences. In learning to drive a car, we experience 
the connection between red traffic lights and pressing 
the brake. We form a neural pathway for this associa-
tion. Each time we brake at a red light, we reinforce 
and strengthen the neural pathway. As the saying goes, 
“Neurons that fire together, wire together.” The more we 
practice something, the more we strengthen the path-
way, and the easier the skill becomes. Our behavioral 
response can become almost automatic.

Our brain can also prune old neural pathways to  
quiet or unlearn associations. For example, after you 
move to a different home, you learn the directions  

to your new place and stop practicing your old path.  
But in those first few weeks after a move, have you  
ever found yourself engrossed in another thought and 
accidentally pulling into the driveway of your old house 
because your automatic pathway took over? Luckily, by 
refraining from the old directions and practicing the 
new way home, you strengthen a new neural pathway 
and the old neural pathway weakens. It’s a good thing 
our brains can change, or we would still be pulling up  
to our childhood homes.

Similar to physical skills like driving, the brain also 
forms neural pathways when we learn and practice emo-
tional skills. Your emotional responses to experiences in 
your world are the result of well-worn neural pathways 
that developed over your lifetime. While our genes 
influence our temperament, research has demonstrated 
that our environment and our own minds can physically 
alter our brains, and thus our emotional responses. This 
means that emotions that we want more of in our lives 
and our world, like happiness, patience, tolerance, com-
passion and kindness, can be practiced and learned as 
skills. Other emotions, like anxiety, stress, fear or anger, 
can be dampened.

Keeping with the car motif, let’s talk about an 
emotional association: traffic and anger. When we get 
stuck in traffic, an automatic response can be anger 
or frustration. But, by feeling angry every time we are 
in traffic, we are strengthening that neural pathway 
and cementing that emotional response. When there 
is nothing we can do in that moment but accept the 
traffic, wouldn’t it be great to feel positive emotions 
instead? We can just observe the negative emotion that 
we are feeling and try practicing a different emotional 
response. We can start linking traffic with stillness and 
peace. This would be difficult at first, because we want to 
let the well-developed neural pathway leading to anger 
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fire. But by inhibiting that pathway, we help unwire 
those connections and forge a different response. As we 
practice responding with peace, we strengthen a new 
neural pathway and it becomes easier to choose.

Using neuroimaging, researchers have demonstrated 
significant success in reducing anxiety, depression, 
phobia and stress with cognitive-behavioral therapy 
or interpersonal psychotherapy. By learning different 
strategies to recognize negative thoughts and emotions 
and practice alternative responses over time, neural 
pathways in the brain are physically altered. 

Science has only recently recognized the value of 
investing in research on behaviors that promote well-
being, including compassion and happiness. Comparing 
the brains of experts and novices in compassion medita-
tion, neuroscientists have documented changes in the 

brain region responsible for empathy during and after 
meditation. Researchers are just beginning to examine 
the effect of training novices in skills to increase com-
passion. While interventions have demonstrated posi-
tive impacts on emotional states and prosocial behav-
iors, we look to future studies to determine alterations in 
the structure and function of the brains of novices who 
undergo contemplative and emotional training. 

Practicing Kindness
Knowing that our brains can change, we then ask, what 
do we want in our brains? And as a result, what do we 
want in our world? Most people of good will yearn for 
happiness, compassion and love. Let’s start practicing.

Gratitude reflections, compassion priming and 
meditation interventions are some strategies found to 

similar To physical skills like driving, The brain also forms neural 

paThways when we learn and pracTice emoTional skills. your  

emotional responses to experiences in your world are the result  

of well-worn neural pathways that developed over your lifetime.
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enhance well-being and increase prosocial behavior. 
Several studies have shown the positive impact of 
gratitude journals, which involve self-guided listings of 
things you are thankful for. Individuals who kept a daily 
gratitude journal reported higher levels of positive emo-
tions (including feeling attentive, determined, energetic, 
enthusiastic, excited, interested, joyful and strong), 
compared to individuals who kept a journal on daily 
hassles or ways in which one was better off than others. 
In addition, individuals who maintained daily gratitude 
journals were more likely to offer emotional support to 
others and help someone with a problem.

Contemplative interventions, born from the collabo-
ration of meditation traditions and emotion science, 
have centered on developing mindfulness to enhance 
compassion and happiness in the lives of individu-
als. One recent study provided an eight-week training 
program in secular meditation to female schoolteachers 
and measured their responses to stress, conflict and 
compassion. The intervention significantly reduced 
rumination, depression and anxiety while increasing 
mindfulness, empathy and compassion, compared to a 
control group; it also stabilized hostility and contempt.

In my experience, learning about the concept of 
neuroplasticity and finding the skills to change my 
emotional responses has immensely improved my life. 

Before grasping this, I thought my mind was a black box. 
I didn’t understand why I felt certain things beyond the 
immediate external circumstances. I had no idea how 
to change things. I scoffed at seeing a therapist because 
I couldn’t imagine what they would help me with. I had 
no idea what I would even say to a therapist. Luckily, the 
good ones can help you understand your mind and the 
process of change. You don’t even have to know where to 
start; the decision to change is enough. 

The practice of meditation gave me the set of skills to 
guide my own transformation. It has been the most life-
altering skill that I have gained. I shifted from thinking 
that my emotion and thoughts owned me to feeling like I 
could play a role in changing my state. This is challenging 
work and takes patient practice, but as I am experiencing 
the fruits of these skills—peaceful relationships, a joyful 
outlook on life, and a safe harbor within myself during 
difficult times—I am determined to work even harder.

Neuroscience, positive psychology and contempla-
tive traditions have given us a roadmap. We know our 
brains can change based on our environment and our 
behaviors. What if we started building and reinforcing 
the neural pathways of love, cooperation, forgiveness 
and kindness so that these things became our automatic 
response? What if we adopted and shared this belief that 
we can change and took responsibility for our outlook 
on life? What if we taught children in schools about 
their ability to reflect on and guide their emotions? 
What if we started priming those around us in our fami-
lies and community with our own grateful reflections 
and kind actions? What if our compassionate actions in 
schools, families and communities started shifting our 
culture? I find these possibilities exhilarating and hope-
ful. By learning and practicing these positive emotional 
responses, I think our world can discover a new way 
home and pull into the driveway of compassion. 

Joanna Phoenix blogs at letslivenice.com, which documents her 
journey toward a more critically compassionate life. On her blog she 
explores ideas and actions that could help create a world with less 
suffering and more happiness. She wishes to thank D. Scott Phoenix 
for reading several drafts of this article, which was reprinted here 
with her permission. View article resources and author information 
here: pathwaystofamilywellness.org/references.html.
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By John Breeding, Ph.D.

S
ixteen-year-old Rob takes Advanced Placement 
classes at a high-achieving upper-class high 
school. He’s in the marching band, is a Life 
Scout, and reads and thinks for pleasure. I hap-

pen to know from meeting with him that he is curious, 
intelligent and quite relational. I also met this week with 
his mother, who is deeply concerned and distressed 
about her son’s behavior, telling tales of his apparent 
laziness, avoidance behavior, unreliability, impulsiv-
ity and explosive emotionality. They want my help and 
I will try, but my role as a counseling psychologist is 
much more complicated than the issues that I studied 
in graduate school more than 30 years ago, or in the 
continuing education I’ve taken since then.

There are several societal changes in the last 30 years 
that impinge heavily on human development; consider 
the fact that for the first time in history, young people 
spend hours upon hours in front of various electronic 
screens. In Rob’s case, as in countless others, the involve-
ment of certain kinds of drugs represents the most clear 
and present danger. Amy Philo and I had a previous 
article in Pathways [Issue 30, Summer 2011] that 
provides some of the details of our society’s tragic move-
ment toward the use of psychiatric drugs from the cradle 
to the grave. In any event, the greatest obstacle to Rob’s 
well-being and success in life is the heavy load of five 
psychiatric drug prescriptions he is currently taking—
two stimulants, one blood-pressure drug also used for 
so-called ADHD, one anticonvulsant presumably meant 
to function as a “mood stabilizer,” and one serotonergic 
(SSRI) antidepressant. Rob’s and his mother’s situation 

is a good example of the great challenges and compli-
cations of working with young people on psychiatric 
drugs, examining how previous help has harmed them 
and made it exceedingly difficult to help them now. 

Rob’s drug load includes three prescriptions for  
so-called ADHD, the most popular psychiatric  
diagnosis that justifies giving millions of school-age 
children stimulant drugs, which the Drug Enforcement 
Administration has pointed out are basically equiva-
lent to cocaine and methamphetamine in their effects 
profile. The adage from my generation that “speed kills” 
remains true (see ritalindeath.com for proof). Rob also 
takes daily an anticonvulsant, frequently used as a mood 
stabilizer to treat bipolar disorder. Subsequent to ADHD, 
bipolar disorder became the next exploding epidemic 
of “mental illness” among children in our society. The 
primary treatment of bipolar disorder, of course, is 
psychotropic drugs, specifically mood stabilizers like 
Depakote, and antipsychotics like Abilify or Zyprexa. 
They are known to have caused probably the largest 
epidemic of neurological disease in history—Tardive 
dyskinesia—in millions of adults around the world. 

A close look at the epidemic of “bipolar kids” shows 
that a tremendous percentage of children diagnosed 
as bipolar started off with an ADHD label. Typically, 
these kids took stimulants for years before they were 
diagnosed as bipolar. Given that psychosis, agitation, 
anxiety, mania, and cognitive and mood deterioration 
are all effects of stimulant drugs, it is easy to see that 
the end result is often a tragic and pathetic example of 
an iatrogenic disease (a disease caused by medicine or 

Struggling with 
Help that Harms
Working with Young People on Psychiatric Drugs
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medical doctors). The clear implication is that much of 
this disability is due to the damage caused by long-term 
use of psychiatric drugs. This suggests one obvious way 
to prevent many of the behaviors that psychiatry uses to 
justify its creation of the budding epidemic of “bipolar 
disorder”—simply do not put young children on toxic 
stimulants. As investigative journalist Robert Whitaker 
lays out in his outstanding book, Anatomy of an Epidemic, 
with dramatically increasing frequency the end result of 
long-term psychiatric drug use is permanent disability. 

It is ironic, given that Rob is already taking a drug 
commonly used to treat bipolar disorder, that when his 
mother shared with me her distressed concern about her 
son’s behavior, she worried that he might be bipolar. At 
this point, Rob is not taking an antipsychotic, but bar-
ring greater awareness and active decision-making on 
the part of Rob and his mother, he could soon enough be 
adding one to his drug cocktail. Given he is already tak-
ing five different medications, his psychiatrist certainly 
has no problem with polypharmacy. 

To summarize, Rob’s mom is convinced he is mentally 
ill, at the very least suffering from ADHD and depres-
sion, and showing signs of being bipolar. She is also 
convinced that the drugs are working, as without them 
she knows his behavior would be worse. Rob has been 
continuously on psychiatric drugs for five or six years, 
with occasional increases when they seem not to be 
working as well; his mother attributes this to increasing 
weight that requires increased dosages to get the same 
effect. So helping Rob and his mother is exceedingly 
difficult. What follows is my brief analysis of a few of  
the reasons why.

Conflation of Drug Effects and Human Dynamics
As long as Rob is on the drugs, we have no way of deter-
mining causal dynamics of his behavior. Since all of his 
behavioral “symptoms”—apathy, avoidance, impulsivity, 
and emotional outbursts—are documented effects of 
the drugs he is taking, there is no way to separate those 
drug effects out from other causes. I learned early on 
in my practice that applying my education and training 
as a psychologist was secondary to alleviating the harm 
caused by my own colleagues in the mental health pro-
fession. However brilliant psychodynamic or behavioral 
or family systems analyses might be, they are inevitably 
tainted. A study of Peter Breggin’s work, beginning with 
his 1991 book, Toxic Psychiatry, would be a good place 
to start in understanding the dangers of psychiatric 
drugs. His more recent book, 2008’s Medication Madness, 
follows that up, showing how various psychiatric drugs 
impair self-awareness, self-control and decision-making, 
often dramatically.

The fact is, no problem routinely seen by psychiatry 
has been scientifically demonstrated to be of biological 
or genetic origin. Neither Rob nor any young person 

given psychiatric diagnoses of ADHD or bipolar disorder, 
has been shown to have a specific physical or chemical 
abnormality that is an indicator of that “illness.” The 
title of neurologist Fred Baughman’s book, The ADHD 
Fraud, applies not only to so-called ADHD but to the 
entire theory that problems in living are due to specific 
chemical imbalances or genetic defects. Mental illness  
is a metaphor, and diagnoses are strictly based on behav-
ior. In my view, the conversation really should be about 
the ethics of using these powerful, toxic drugs to control 
children’s behavior.

Drug Withdrawal
A second, related, point has to do with the effects of drug 
withdrawal. Virtually all psychiatric drugs are addictive, 
so those who take them experience tolerance, depen-
dency and withdrawal—hence the need for increasing 
dosages to get the same “therapeutic” effect, and a wide 
array of problematic physical, emotional, mental and 
behavioral effects caused by withdrawal. Making mat-
ters worse, withdrawal effects are typically minimized 
or denied by prescribers, and resulting symptoms are 
generally attributed as evidence of the mental illness 
and justification of the need to keep taking the drugs. 
This is a classic catch-22. Another book by Breggin (and 
coauthor David Cohen), Your Drug May Be Your Problem, 
provides good information on the process of withdraw-
al. Since the drugs often feel bad to people, it is common 
to try getting off them, but very often this is done too 
rapidly, or even cold turkey. This can be dangerous, so 
patience and gradualness are important; the so-called 10 
percent rule provides a general guideline.

Rob’s mom informed me that Rob has to avoid the 
drugs at times in order to eat or sleep, since the drugs 
are stimulants and suppress his appetite. Thus, he is 
regularly going through short-term drug withdrawals. I 
asked her whether he had ever tried to wean himself off 
the drugs in the last few years. She said no, but thinks 
that his growth and added weight meant he was in effect 
weaning. This was, of course, interpreted as a reason to 
increase the dosages. 

There is much more to be said about the effects of 
drug chemistry, but I want to focus now on a few of the 
key psychological, and life, dynamics that must be faced 
in efforts to help young people on psychiatric drugs. 
These dynamics may be seen as mechanisms of what I 
call psychiatric oppression; perhaps the most important 
from a counseling perspective is that psychiatric drugs 
suppress thought and emotion.

Suppression of Emotional Expression
We heal by expressing ourselves emotionally in the pres-
ence of good attention from another warm, caring human 
being. There is a strong trend in our society toward 
suppressing expressions of emotion (crying, shaking, 
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sweating, storming, screaming, yawning, etc.) which help 
to discharge emotional or physical hurts. Such sayings 
as “big boys don’t cry,” “get a grip on yourself,” or “just be 
positive,” and epithets like “crybaby,” “whiner” or “sissy,” 
keep outward displays of emotion in check. Other words 
or labels express a key part of psychiatric oppression—
sayings like “they’re going to come take you away,” or 
getting described as nuts, crazy or sick, and on and on.  
As a result, we all have reason to experience shame and 
fear around intense, uninhibited emotional expression. 

Counseling ought to be about helping people regain 
and benefit from the natural healing mechanisms of 
emotional discharge. But psychiatry tends to interpret 
emotional discharge as a symptom of mental illness, 

then supply a pathological label, then administer medi-
cal technology for suppression of feeling—i.e., psychi-
atric drugs, which often shut down the natural process 
by which people resolve the effects of hurt and trauma. 
Furthermore, as suggested above, psychiatric drugs can 
actually create impulsivity and undue emotionality, con-
fusing things even more. From a counseling perspective, 
psychiatric drugs can be a terrible impediment to the 

work. Tears and tantrums are actually a very good thing 
for children, and emotional expression helps adults, too. 

A small task I have taken on as part of my teaching is 
an effort to rehabilitate the tendency to refer to toddler-
hood as “the terrible twos.” I suggest instead that we 
call this period “the terrific twos,” in celebration of the 
power and defiance that signify the beginning devel-
opment of an authentic self. Adolescence is another 
major period of individuation that often involves testy 
resistance to authority. Rather than worrying so much 
and suppressing that energy with psychiatric labels and 
drugs, I suggest that this is something to be encouraged 
and celebrated. Psychologist Bruce Levine is an ardent 
defender of the rebellious spirit of young people. His 
2013 piece for Alternet—“Are the Young People that 
Shrinks Label as Disruptive Really Anarchists with a 
Healthy Resistance to Oppressive Authority?” is a good 
place to start learning about this. 

Responsibility
Rob’s mom wants her son to be more responsible, yet 
the basic message he has received for years (and still is 
receiving) is that he is not capable of full responsibility 
because of his mental illness, and needs all these drugs 
to keep it under control. Responsibility is a core issue 
embedded in the theory of biological psychiatry that jus-
tifies the labeling and drugging of children. According 
to biopsychiatry, problem behaviors say nothing about 
social issues, community issues, or physical or emotion-
al issues. The assumption is very simple: Problems are 
due to “mental illness,” and we are absolved of responsi-
bility to think any further. 

Once an individual is labeled with a biologically-
based “mental illness,” his school, his family, his com-
munity, and society are all magically absolved from the 
need and responsibility to keep thinking, to examine 
themselves, to question the nature of the community, 
to look at oppression at any level in the society. Instead, 
everyone can act as if the situation were explained by 
bad genes or biology causing “mental illness” in the 
poor soul who is the identified patient. Just as we all are 
absolved from responsibility to face societal oppression, 
so also are we absolved from the need to do whatever it 
takes to care for the individual and support his recovery 
and well-being.

However much parents or other adults get frustrated 
and challenge Rob, as a “patient” he cannot be consid-
ered fully responsible because he is said to suffer from 
a disease that renders him irrational and incompetent. 
Given this logic, psychiatrists are completely justified in 
giving drugs to Rob and millions of other young people 
and adults. By extension, they are also justified in the on-
going psychiatric practices of coercion, and administer-
ing brain-damaging electroshock. The public is justified 
in leaving it all to the professionals. Most importantly, 

we heal by expressing 
ourselves emoTionally  

in the presence of good 
attention from  
another warm,  

caring human being. 
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everyone is absolved from any responsibility to keep 
thinking about what is really going on, and to keep 
working to find ways to create a compassionate society 
and to respond to individual human needs. 

In Session with Rob
I discussed three recent events with Rob that his mother 
had identified as seriously problematic. In the first, a con-
flict with his peers at Scout Camp escalated to an intense 
frustration and a scene with the camp leaders. The second 
involved an emotional scene in the car with his sister that 
ended with Rob’s mom taking over the driving from Rob, 
who was supposed to get his license in a few days. Regard-
ing the third, Rob shared with me that he had used his 
mental illness as an excuse to avoid recrimination from 
his band leader for skipping practice due to fatigue from 
a very late movie night. The strategy worked, but Rob said 
it was not worth it due to the flack he caught from his 
mother. To his credit, he also realized it was self-defeat-
ing, as he really does enjoy and want to excel in band. 

Rob attributed the incidents in the car and at Scout 
camp to being off his medication; this may be true, but it 
is clearly not an interpretation that fosters responsibil-
ity. In a similar vein, keeping in mind Bruce Levine’s 
point about resistance to authority, a biopsychiatric 
attribution undermines individual power, as the spirited 
motto to “Question Authority” is utterly lost when resis-
tance is interpreted as evidence of mental illness. Rob 
thinks that being off his medication caused his problems 
of “impulsivity” and “persistence” to become worse in 
these two incidents. 

Rob’s biopsychiatric interpretation that his behaviors 
are symptoms of his underlying mental illness not only 
undermines responsibility, but also disempowers him. 
It is no doubt true that impulsiveness and stubborn lack 
of flexibility can be faces of distress, but interpretation 
of these behaviors as psychiatric pathology regularly 
interferes with the actual work of conflict resolution 
and emotional healing. To recognize that, even if these 
events are colored by emotional distress, Rob is doing 
the best he can to defend and assert his essential needs 
for autonomy, self-determination and power. This is a 
much better way to go. To disregard that at least part of 
the problem may be due directly to drug effects, includ-
ing withdrawal, is tragic.

Emotional Hurdles
I have identified three major emotional obstacles to 
withdrawing from psychiatric drugs—fear, shame and 
hopelessness. In my experience, the biggest is fear. 
Rob has had a hard time over the years, and is so scared 
about his situation that it is very difficult to engage 
about his drug regimen. Our conversations consist of 
my letting him know that I am skeptical that he needs all 
these drugs to function in life. 

Rob’s mother is more ambivalent, as she is at least 
somewhat aware that these drugs have significant 
downsides, but when we talk about the possibility of 
withdrawal, her fear comes up strong. Despite her ongo-
ing worry and frustration about her son’s behavior, she 
is convinced that without the drugs he would be much 
worse. I can empathize and let her know I understand 
her thinking on this; I have learned that it is a bad idea 
to tell people they’re wrong if your goal is to help them 
open their minds to new information and approaches. It 
is much better to listen and acknowledge, and gradually 
give relevant information, such as what is discussed in 
this article. Regardless, fear remains the biggest obstacle. 

Rob’s mother is understandably concerned about how 
drug withdrawal would demand reserves of time and 
energy, and likely impinge on Rob’s short-term ability to 
keep up with the demands of his academic and extracur-
ricular life. The antidote to fear is courage, but the emo-
tion is huge. She is terrified that her son would become 
even more of a challenge for her, and that he would 
utterly fail in life if he were to come off the drugs. Rob is 
several years down the road of continuous drug use, and 
on a heavy load, so there looms a most daunting path of 
drug withdrawal and emotional recovery. That it can be 
done is the hope I carry to contradict the hopelessness 
she and so many others feel. Helping them work on 
their fear is a necessary condition for the possibility of 
success and a good place to start. 
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                    REsisting Control

I 
once heard a parenting educator say that it is more important for 
young people to resist control than to have things go well in their 
lives. This truth has stayed with me. I see it, for example, in the  
long two- or three-hour ordeals between parents and their children 
over homework that might take 20 minutes if it were simply and 

directly handled. Self-determination is a fundamental aspect of human 
nature. Failure to know and honor this breeds conflict and distress. A 
corollary I learned from another teacher is that unfair use of rank creates 
revenge; failure to understand this can wreak havoc between adults and 
young people.

My first book is called The Wildest Colts Make the Best Horses. Spirited 
children make spirited adults; they also make for challenging parenting 
and schooling and all other manner of “socialization.” As a psychologist, I 
certainly learned about “managing” children through “behavior modification” 
methods of reward and punishment. Our society too often emphasizes an even 
more potent method of controlling children’s behavior by using extremely 
powerful mood- and behavior-controlling drugs. After all, psychotropic means 
“aimed toward the psyche.” 

A revealing look at the word manager that I learned from the poet David 
Whyte expands my point about managing children. Whyte says that the 
word manager comes from the Italian maneggio and the French manege; they 
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mean the training, riding and handling of a horse.  
He elaborates:

It is strange to think that the whole spirit of 
management is derived from the image of get-
ting on the back of a beast, digging your knees 
in and heading it in a certain direction. The 
word manager conjures images of domination, 
command, and ultimate control, and the taming 
of a potentially wild energy. It also implies a 
basic unwillingness on the part of people to be 
managed, a force to be corralled and reined in. 
All appropriate things if you wish to ride a horse, 
but most people don’t respond very passionately 
or very creatively to being ridden, and the words 
“giddy up, there” only go so far in creating the 
kind of responsive participation we now look for.

Please do spend a few minutes contemplating the 
words of David Whyte. Then consider the following 
response from mountain guide Jack Turner, when asked, 
“What exactly do you mean by wild?”

I mean something that is self-willed, autonomous, 
self-organized. Basically it’s the opposite of 
controlled. You can see wildness in the movement 
of glaciers, you can track it in star-forming regions 
in the Orion Nebula. Wildness is everywhere. It 
starts with microscopic particles, and it goes more 
than 13 billion light-years into the cosmos. It’s in 
the soil and in the air, it’s in our hands, it’s in our 
immune system, it’s in our lungs—where there are 
two thousand bacteria per square centimeter! In 
a certain respect, much of what we consider us is 
in fact not us. We breathe, and wildness comes in. 
We don’t control it. 

To the extent that our true nature includes this kind 
of wildness, and my own work is bet on the notion that 
it is, then my favorite parenting—to see your children 
through “the eyes of delight”—is especially vital in 
witnessing and responding to their being “self-willed, 
autonomous, self-organized” beings. Anything that gets 
in the way of adults seeing young people in this light 
generally says less about the young person’s behavior 
than it does about the state of the adult. The path I 
recommend is called “parenting’s emotional healing.”

My most recent book is titled Leaving Home: The 
Journey from Birth to Emerging Adulthood. Central to the 
book is the work of developmental psychologist Jeffrey 
Arnett, who coined the term “emerging adulthood” to 
refer to the period, generally in their 20s, when young 
adults gradually move to fuller autonomy in their rela-
tional, work and financial lives. 

In the book, I have a chapter called “Treacherous 
Leavings.” Today, the majority of young people in our 
country go off to college, at least for awhile, and for 
some this can be treacherous, especially taking into  
consideration that a large number of students enter  
college already on psychiatric drugs, or start taking 
them while there. Psychologist Leighton Whitaker  
takes a look at the numbers. Whitaker points out that 
by 1992 it was already common for college students to 
present on psychiatric drugs. By 2003, forty percent 
of those seeking help were already taking one or more 
psychotropic drugs. In 2005, they were often prescribing 
for themselves and each other. 

This is both treacherous and tragic, and a severe 
hindrance to success. When we are caught in the throes 
of dealing with challenging young people in the midst 
of our own struggles to survive in a very challenging 
world, I think it is crucial to think beyond the current 
stress or crisis and to remember the big picture—to 
recall and hold the image of a child or adolescent as a 
self-willed, autonomous, self-organizing young adult. 
That is success, and it is a very far cry from the role of 
drug-dependent mental patient. From that view, behav-
ior management is considerably less important than 
maturity coaching, and the principles and techniques of 
that endeavor are all about supporting and encouraging 
self-will, autonomy and self-organization. That’s very 
different than being controlled by drugs or by endless 
variations on the theme of reward and punishment. 

  
                    REsisting Control

To The exTenT ThaT our True naTure includes This kind of wildness...
Then my favoriTe parenTing—To see your children Through “The eyes  
of delighT”—is especially vital in witnessing and responding  
to their being “self-willed, autonomous, self-organized” beings. 
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Being Around
A life lesson on being a dad

MOM E N T OF  T RU T H



By Harry H. Harrison Jr.

“B e around.”
That’s the first rule on being a father. It’s 

the easiest to accomplish and the easiest to 
fail. Men want to be around. They have wives. They have 
children. They know they should be with them. So where 
in the hell are they?

It turns out men are everywhere we don’t want to be. 
We are at work, working. Or we are in our cars at 6:30 a.m. 
rushing pell-mell from the house to work, because we 
want to avoid the traffic jams and we want to get there 
early to read The Wall Street Journal, which every man 
knows is work. Or we are in our cars at 6:30 p.m. stuck in 
traffic while our wife reminds us tonight is soccer night 
and she’s cooking dinner early and are we just swine or is 
it a birth defect that keeps us from eating with our family?

Or we are on the golf course. Already I can hear the 
jeers and catcalls from abandoned wives who cannot make 
the connection between golf and work, work and golf. Let 
me clear this up right now: Golf is work. Looking for a stu-
pid little white orb buried in a marshy swamp in 95-degree 
heat while some guy you want to sell a $150,000 project to 
laughs at your pathetic game hole after hole, only to tell 
you at the end that he gave the project to his brother-in-
law who doesn’t have time to play golf…it’s the definition 
of humiliating, hot, torturous work.

Or we are at the baseball game. With clients. That’s work. 
Or we are at dinner. With prospects. Working. Or we are 
still at the office, working on reports. Or we are in our home 
office, on the company Intranet, uploading reports to the 
European headquarters. Or we are on an airplane. Or we are 
exercising, because if there is one thing men have learned 
over the last 20 years, it’s that out-of-shape men cannot pos-
sibly do their best at work. Or we have passed out.

Meanwhile, we keep telling ourselves we’re great dads 
because we’re working 60 hours a week and providing for 
our families, because without us working 60 hours a week 
how would the family be affording all those Volvos and 
houses and soccer clubs and clothes and vacations? And 
we’re mystified why our wives don’t appreciate our hard 
work and we don’t understand why our kids have a closer 
relationship with the postman than they do us.

It’s estimated that a great many dads have no more 
than a 30-second interaction with their kids five days a 
week. Just enough time to say “Wipe your nose,” “Mind 
your mother,” “Do as I say,” “Eat your turnips,” “Say your 
prayers,” and “I’m off to work.” There, that’s a good, 
healthy 30 seconds of communicating. Meanwhile, our 
kids get four hours of TV.

Here’s a serious paradigm shift: four hours of Dad 
and 30 seconds of SpongeBob. That would require some 
serious shifting of priorities: shelving the golf clubs, 
eating breakfast with the family, leaving work early to 
maybe even make dinner for the family, taking your kids 

to the game instead of clients, spending nights with your 
wife instead of with expense reports. That would mean 
talking to your children about their day—their friends, 
their teachers, their accomplishments. That would mean 
making time to drive them around, hang out with them, 
do nothing with them but just be a dad. Showing them 
how to eat an Oreo, how to ride a bike with no hands, 
how to catch a pop fly.

What about work? Is this a pipe dream in an age 
of cutbacks and rollbacks and rising unemployment? 
Actually, no. Men’s souls need to spend time with their 
family. Men who make their families a priority find that 
they achieve even more. But more important, they’re 
laying the groundwork for emotionally healthy and 
stable children. Those are rarities these days. And that’s 
the most important work a man can accomplish. 

Harry Harrison is the best-selling author of Father  

to Son, Life Lessons on Raising a Boy, Father to 

Daughter, Life Lessons on Raising a Girl, and 

co-author with his wife of Mother to Daughter and 

Mother to Son. He has counseled men for 20 years 

on the joys and hilarity of marriage and fatherhood. 

He has been interviewed on television and radio nationwide. Visit  

him online at harryhharrisonjr.com. View article resources and author 

information here: pathwaystofamilywellness.org/references.html.
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 The 
Gratitude
 Challenge

By Joe Dispenza, D.C.

GR AT I T U DE



I magine you’re at work. It’s lunchtime and you’re 
hungry, but there’s a problem. In your rush to get 
out the door you forgot to grab your wallet. You 

have no food and no way of paying for anything. Luck-
ily, you’re friends with a few of the people you work 
with and you decide to ask them if they could spring 
for lunch.

So far this is a pretty straightforward scenario; 
chances are you’ve been in a situation like this. What 
would you do next? Let’s say your coworker agrees and 
gives you money to buy some food. Would you express 
your gratitude by saying thank you?

Here’s where things get interesting. What if you  
told this person “thank you” before he or she answered 
your question? Does this strike you as odd, maybe  
even wrong? We’re conditioned from an early age  
to naturally express our gratitude after an event.  
This is a useful model in our day-to-day interactions, 
but limited when it comes to creating real and lasting 
change in our own lives.

You’ve probably heard of the word “hack.” What 
started as computer lingo has come to describe an  
alternative way of accessing information or a system. 
That’s exactly how I want you to think of emotions  
like gratitude and appreciation. By opening yourself to 
these feelings, you’re hacking your state of being, raising 
the level of energy in your body and exposing yourself  
to new possibilities.

How is this possible? We know the limbic brain is 
the emotional seat of the body. The autonomic nervous 
system, which runs your subconscious processes, is also 
housed in this part of the brain. Over time you’ve devel-
oped a familiar set of habits that lead you to the same 
experiences…which produce the same chemicals, which 
create the same emotions. You’re in a constant loop of 
accessing your system in the same way.

What happens when you get what you want and you 
feel gratitude? You’re likely happier and more receptive 
to the world. At that moment, the elevated emotion you 
feel has pulled you from your predictable routine. But 
if we can feel this way after the fact, there’s no reason it 
can’t happen beforehand.

How do we tap into this energy and use it to create 
change? First, start with a clear intention. What is it 
that you want to see happen? Maybe you’d like to get a 
new job that pays better and gives you more control over 
your time. Create that inner world; fill it with rich detail. 
Be specific about what you want, because this helps 
create the necessary elevated emotion. If you review the 
details of your creation enough times, your mind should 
instinctively create a symbol to represent your desire. 
That image will be the cue for you to focus on.

Next, ask yourself how you would feel if you got what 
you wanted. How would you feel if you got that new job? 
Probably happy or excited, but you’ll need to dig a bit 
deeper to find the sponsoring emotion. A good way to 
consider this concept is by asking yourself why you’re 
looking for a new job in the first place. Your reason 
could be anything from respect to financial security. 
This is the feeling you want to focus on and manifest in 
your brain and body. The combination of creating a clear 
intention and harnessing a sponsoring emotion results 
in a new state of being.

Once you create a new state of being, the next step is to 
mentally rehearse the choices you will make, the things 
you’ll do, the experiences that await you, and how you’ll 
feel. If clear intention focuses on the “what,” then this 
step focuses on the “how”—in this case, how you will go 
about creating the change necessary to get that new job.

Soon, your body and mind will respond as if the event 
or experience has already happened. You’ll be flooded 
with the same chemicals that are released when you feel 
grateful, only this time you’ll be drawing the possibility 
to you. You’ll know you are doing it properly when you 
feel like the event has already happened—that’s grati-
tude! Don’t try to control the outcome: If you do, you’ll 
be drawn back into your old habits. You will get that new 
job, but the how and when are yet to be determined.

I want to challenge you. Now that you understand the 
concept, it’s time to put it to work. Start with something 
small: This is a new way of experiencing the world, so 
it will take time. Focus on being grateful for getting a 
compliment you haven’t yet received, or maybe a sunny 
day that hasn’t happened yet. Use the outline I provided 
and see where it takes you. 

 
Since first catching the public’s eye in the award-

winning film What the BLEEP Do We Know!?,  

Joe Dispenza, D.C., has explored how people can  

use the latest findings in neuroscience and quantum 

physics to not only heal illness but also to enjoy more 

fulfilled, happy lives. As a teacher and lecturer, he  

has been invited to speak in more than 26 countries.  

He is a faculty member at the International Quantum 

University for Integrative Medicine in Honolulu; the 

Omega Institute for Holistic Studies in Rhinebeck,  

New York; and Kripalu Center for Yoga and Health in 

Stockbridge, Massachusetts; as well as an invited chair 

of the research committee at Life University in Atlanta. He has written 

several books, including 2007’s Evolve Your Brain: The Science of Changing 

Your Mind, and his most recent, You Are the Placebo. When not lecturing 

and writing, Dr. Joe sees patients at his chiropractic clinic near Olympia, 

Washington. View article resources and author information here: 

pathwaystofamilywellness.org/references.html. D
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Give your patients the opportunity to grow toward healthy living 
– give them Growums Singles and help children discover a new 
relationship with food that can change their lives for the better!

T h e  G r o w u m s  S i n g l e s  We l l n e s s  Pr o g r a m

For more information about the ICPA Program email us at:

Visit Growums.com to learn about 
our other great programs!

Sign up today! pathwaystofamilywellness.org

Doctors, Practitioners, Group Leaders...
Start a Pathways Connect Gathering Group  

Bring your community together and  
expand your family wellness vision!

        

 

 
OB/GYN
endorsed!

workshops + licensing

reclaim your core

BIRTH RECOVERY ESSENTIALS
• Foam roller tips
• Binding / abdominal separation
• C/S recovery

www.mamalates.com
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Available now on 

 Protect Vaccine Choices in YOUR State.
Use NVIC’s free online Advocacy Portal.

  It’s Your Health. Your Family. Your Choice.
    www.NVICAdvocacy.org

APPPAH

Our lives are changing with the changes in how we deliver babies. We 
invite you to celebrate new trends, old friends, great views, and inspiring 
speakers and workshops. Congress keynote presenters will share the evo-
lution of ethology as it relates to skills and techniques for birth and how 
all this impacts society which will impact birth. Celebrate life and join us!

19TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS • DECEMBER 3–6, 2015
Doubletree Hotel Berkeley Marina, California

Congress Theme: Birth and Society

REGISTER TODAY
birthpsychology.com/2015-conference/welcome-congress-2015

Association for Prenatal and  
Perinatal Psychology and Health 

 THERE IS A CHOICE: 
HOMEOPROPHYLAXIS
An Appeal to Mothers

 By Cilla Whatcott, HD RHom, CCH

“ The realization hit me  
with full force that no one 
was going to look out for 
my kids as I do. It was  
up to me. Period. This is  
when my research began.”
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You’re on the path to motherhood.

                When is your chiropractic visit?

Chiropractic during pregnancy...

safe, gentle, effective.

Find a qualified
chiropractor near you.

VISIT OUR FREE ONLINE DIRECTORY  

icpa4kids.org

More women are discovering the 
many benefits associated with 

chiropractic care throughout 
pregnancy. Chiropractors 
respect the body’s natural 
design and function and 
support your desire for a 
safer, easier birth.
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